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Kweisi Mfume Roars With Changes
For The New Millennium
by Allene Gammane-Ahmed
NEW YORK-During the
90th

Convention

of

the

NAACP which commenced
last Saturday, President/GEO,

Kweisi Mfume addressed an
audience of thousands, pledg
ing to become more involved

in numerous facets of multi

movie/entertainment program

cultural equality.
Confident that in the years

ming and diversity and to

that face us, we will be able to
utilize some of the strengths
we don’t always use to over

parents and children to
become technologically liter
ate on the information high

come many obstacles that sup

way.
Mfume was heartened that

Some of his topics
through the week included:

A Credit Plan For You!
No Money Down!
Free Gift Just For Coming In.

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
ESTABLISHED 19M

ing to stabilize families and
communities, TV program
ming, aggressive gun control,

press our people.

Unleashing minority power;
job/salary discrimination in the

Kweisi Mfume

workplace, health disparities,

viable marketing ventures,
accelerated revitalization for
renewed
communities,
enhancing infrastructure, help

increase the opportunities for

Bradley Passes Single-Member
District Bill
TALLAHASSEE - The
House Bill 1577, sponsored by

of the expanded county com

Representative Rudy Bradley

districts. The bill was present

(R-St. Petersburg) passed the

ed as a local bill (since the lan
guage affects Pinellas County

Florida legislature during the
1999 Regular Session, and

mission from single-member

was recently signed into law

only) and was filed in Talla
hassee after being publicly dis

by Governor Jeb Bush.
HB 1577 allows for a ref
erendum for the voters of

cussed and reported favorably
by the Pinellas County Leg
islative Delegation on a 10-3

Pinellas County so that they
may decide two things;

vote. The bill passed the House

whether to expand the Pinellas
County Board of County

passed the Senate unanimous
ly. By becoming law, HB 1577
will now allow the voters of
Pinellas County the opportuni
ty to decide how the county
commission will be structured,

President Clinton embraced

Commissioners from five
members to seven members;
and, whether to restructure the

economic development in
deprived neighborhoods dur

elective process of the county
commission by allowing for

ing a recent tour of these areas.

the election of four members

with 117 favorable votes, and

and how the members will be

elected.

Rudy Bradley

Please see pg. 4

Please see pg. 4
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BLACK PEOPLE MUST SELL AS WELL AS BUY OR ELSE REMAIN A “BEGGAR RACE’
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Minority Owned Business
Helps WAGES
Participants Succeed-----—

Big Band Gala Held For
Florida Council Of The
Blind--------------------------------

USF Held Going Away
Celebration For Dr.
Jewel Smith—
~

L-R: Mercia TUlimah and Lorenzo Johnson

Church last Saturday morning.

a retired GTE employee who

TAMPA-We always give

ST. PETERSBURG -The

The ceremony honored

has been committed to this

St Petersburg owner and

fourteen women and one

program and its participants.

well-wishes to these who have
charted to take other courses in

Executive Director of Advan

young man who have suc
ceeded in spite of incredible
odds. Most of the women are

Invocation given by Rev,
Charles E. Ray, Pastor of

life.

Dr. Jewel Smith, Director

sity and will be missed by all

and was selected to coordinate

Childs Park United Methodist;

of USF’s Institute of Black

the affair. He is the Sighted

single parents and are catego
rized as harder to place in the

Scripture, Troy Gidron; Musi

Life will be departing the
Tampa Bay area to join her

those who have shared in her
life while at USF.
Everyone extended their

Treasurer for the State Council

husband who was recently
appointed the president of Fisk

well-wishes to she and her
husband during the “Going

all Treasurers in the past blind,
and they must read Braille.

affair. He said that these mem
bers must have “the best!”The
banquet room holds over 100

University earlier this year.
Dr. John Smith was' Dean of

Away” celebration held in her
honor.
Please see pg. 4

Lorenzo isn’t the first in the

people.

by Allene Gammage-Ahmed

tage Training Systems (ATS),
Gloria Campbell was emo
tionally and joyously filled as

she congratulated her first St
Petersburg/Clearwater gradu
ates of WAGES (Florida’s

workforce because of little or
no work experience or job

Work and Gain Employment

training.

Self Sufficiency) Program at
Child’s Park United Methodist

Mistress of ceremony for
the graduation was Annie Ray,

cal selections by the Melody
Angels; Words of encourage

ment came from the only male
graduate of the group, Demetrick Mays and the speaker, one

before accepting the position at

Fisk.
Dr. Smith' has been an
instrumental part of the univer

TAMPA

Lorenzo Johnson has been a member of the
Tampa Chapter, Florida Coun
cil of the Blind for nine years

of the Blind. The State has had

State to be elected as a Sighted

Everything was in place.

Treasurer.

The time was 2:00 pm. until

The party was held at the
Sam Seltzer’s Steak House on

finished. The menu consisted
of: 22 qz. prime rib; 1 1/2 of
honey baked chicken; 16 oz.

Dale Mabry. There were 40 to
50 members planning. This
was no peaches arid cream

grilled grouper, tossed salad,
green beans with almonds,
idaho baked potato with sour
cream plus butter, several

assorted breads, coffee, sweet
Please see pg. 17

Outreach/Prevention Block
Childs-Davis Family Reunion Party A Big Success
Please see pg. 2.

tiie College of Fine Arts (USF)

tions were awarded to various
family members and a special

memorial service was held for

deceased family members.
Families and friends
arrived from Brooklyn, NX St

People of Color AIDS Coali
tion (POCAQ hosted a sum
mer block party in a lot adja

Paul Minn., Boston, Mass,
Miami, Laural Springs, NJ,
Atlanta, Stone Mountain, GA,

cent to POCAC’s offices locat

Freehold, NJ., Alexandria,
VA, Lawrenceville, GA and

than 500 people attended and

the members who reside here

Motown Review Band,
enjoyed great cook-out foods

in St Petersburg. There was
good harmony, good food and

ST. PETERSBURG-The

ST PETERSBURG-On
Saturday, June 26, 1999 the

ed at 861-6th Avenue South for

all residents in this city. More
were

entertained

by

the

and had representatives from

a festive time was had by all.
The affair was chaired by

the Tampa AIDS Network

Yvette Leverett, with a special

tial HIV testing with the new

thanks from the committee.

OraSure Oral test.
Many certificates

Other committee members
were Paula McCray, Harriet

(TAN) provide free confiden

of

Appreciation to individuals

vacation time for many.

Banquet held at Orange Blos

Davis-Childs Family Reunion
was held July 1-4, 1999 and

During their stay, they vis
ited Lowry Park Zoo, Disney

som Cafeteria where a Procla
mation from the City of St.

Carter, Christine McCray,

and agencies that work with

Melissa

tire agency and the AIDS com

was headquartered at the

World, Busch Gardens, The

Petersburg was read and pre

Carter and Arlene Edwards.

Howard Johnson Inn with a
hospitality suite where greet
ings were in order and every

Friendly Fisherman’s Inn on

John’s Pass, Cha Cha
Coconuts at the Pier, all malls

one received their welcome

and visited and placed flowers

packs.
Friends and guests enjoyed

at the gravesite of deceased

St Petersburg and beyond

with all it had to offer. It was a

family members.
Afamily picnic was held at
Fort Desoto Park, the family

sented to the family by City
Administrator, Don McRae.
The family fellowshipped at
Bethel Metropolitan Baptist

Church.
Dr. Eugene Givens of

Boston, Mass was the keynote
speaker; numerous presenta-

Givens,

Bridgett

L-R: Frank Peterman, Jr., Peggy Peterman and Carl J. DeVine

St. Petersburg City Councilmember, Frank Peterman

to the agency. Mr. DeVine was

fighting the disease.

We prayed for a safe pas

munity in general were issued
byPOCAC.

recognized for his devotion to

sage and that everyone had a

Florida’s House member,
Rudy Bradley (R-55) attended,

demonstrating his long support

POCAC.

the community and POCAC,
which he founded earlier after
seeing the unmet needs of

The agency has a staff of
14 people and several volun

safe trip horde.
Kudos to Mr. Don McRae,
Mr. Cleveland Johnson,

(Dist 6) attended and express
ing his support for the work of

Tyrone Johnson and Mr.

and commitment and present
ed an award of $150,000 he

J. Carl DeVine, POCAC. minorities with HIV/AIDS.
executive director was present
Very recently, Mr. DeVine

William Wheeler;

had inserted in the states line

ed with a plaque for his 10

received a national “unsung

management, education and
food.

item budget for 1999-2000.

years of service and dedication

Hero” award for his work in

Please see pg. 15

Please see pg. 10

teers. They serve more than
300. people weekly providing
services such as, referrals, case
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Rambling
With

from pg. 1

who was able to give advice

Charles Howard

and encouraging words from
her own personal experiences,

"Yesterday has gone, forget it.

Today is here, use it.

Bridget Feaster.

Tomorrow may not come,

Bridget

directed her message to the

So don't wait on it."

graduates by recalling some

896-2152

words of inspiration from her

grandmother, assuring them

More Unique Ways to

that the road wouldn’t always

Cookouts

Stretch a Dollar

be easy, but there is that pot of
gold at the end of their nun-

Sunday, July 4th was what

How to Get Anything at Half

it was all about for the Jordan

Price - Surplus Showdown.

family of 16th Avenue South

Here’s how to purchase the
same surplus merchandise

where “Cal” was the hostess

bow. In essence, they would
make it if they continued to
strive, beating the odds and

with the mostesL This was
Cal’s 7th year. Everything was

sold by Army andNavy Stores

at the prices for which they

reaching their goals.
All of the graduates
received Certificates of Com
pletion and other special
recognition awards for cours

great. She’s so proud ofher son
who graduated from Dixie

purchased it Write to Property

Disposal Service, Federal

Hollins High with honors with
their Florida Room filled with

Center, Battle Creek Michi
gan, 49016 and request a bid
ders application along with the
application, they will send you

es in Word; Medical Billing,

trophies, plaques, certificates
and ribbons - something to be

proud of. Congratulations Cal

a list of defense surplus sales
offices which sell the mer

on your excellent motherhood

chandise wholesale.
For other bargains, check

training begins in the home
and is spread abroad. A Job

with surplus property disposal

Well Done!

and childcare. Remember,

offices at nearby military bases

for addresses of offices not on

The Richardson’s of Lake-

this list

view Avenue South, Jeanette girlfriend, you had it hooked

Happy Birthday

Today, July 15,1999 is the

up and together. I know you

birthday of Eric Thomas,
Eugene LeShore the 16th;
17th, Hattie Brown, Willie

were a happy mom to have
your son over from Tampa
with his children and you and
Richard’s grands, also your St.
Pete, grand who is one of the
apples in your eye. Here’s to

Fester, 19th Clifford Jones;
20th James E. Otto, Jr.; 21st

Thomas Harris and Larry D.

loving your grands and every

Harrell.
* * ******* *
Taking to the skies was
what it was all about for tire

one elses. You truly do a dyna
mite job. The food was mighty
fine. Here’s to many more
4th’s of July. ‘To God Be The

“Woods” Richard and Pat of

Glory.”

New York Visitors

25th Avenue South who flew
to NYC for a two-week stay

The Taylor’s of Sunrise

with family, friends and,old

Drive who celebrated this
great day with family and

acquaintances. While in New
York, the Woods got in a lot of
shopping, they resided at the

friends.

doss Bay Hotel in Queens,
flying via Delta. Their stay was
a pleasant one.

Wynns and host of associates
and good acquaintances.
Here’s to many .more lovely

The

Thompsons,

Freemons, Coys, Taliferros

ousey Johnson,
Micro Lending
Community
III, ..Receives
Rally To Be Held Program Makes First
Academic
Loans ------------------On
The
Mural
Excellence Award

Sunrises at your. Sunrise Drive

The Glenn’s

home- absolutely beautiful.

Travel via Pan-Am

Thelma, GG, and Tina
Glenn traveled via Pan-Am

Forehand Family Reunion

The Forehand Family
Reunion will take place in

Airlines to Colorado Springs,
Colorado. They changed

Atlanta at Stone Mountain,

planes in Dallas Texas. Then-

GA the weekend of July 15
through 18, where “a tot of

stay is for a week, visiting son
and brother Freddie L Glenn,

Jr. who has been incarcerated

for 24 years - being in the

We will have family members
traveling from all over the US

wrong place at the wrong time,
so to speak Oh well! that’s the

of A. The LaQuinta Inn on
Panola Road in Lithonia GA

way it is. Thelma and GG had

will house the Blunts, Briggs,

not seen Freddie in 12 years
Tina was a baby girl, she has

Costleys, Collins, Davis’,
Chapmans, Forehands, Fords,

not seen her brother in 24
years. After seeing and spend

Goodwins, Harris’, Howards,
Osbornes, Perkins, Ross’

ing time with their brother and
son, they will return to the

Spikes, Taylors, Thompsons,

home plate. They are asking
everyone for their prayers.

Freddie Glenn, St, who is not

new micro-lending program

the mural? Come out and learn

Community Baptist Church,
1045 16th Street South, St.'

for small businesses made its
first loans in St. Petersbuig on

Since the program began ii

Petersburg.

July 1,1999 to five area small

April, six loan groups havi

For more information, call
821-6635.

businesses. Additional loans

been formed. After the initia

will

today,

framing is completed, th<

'Thursday, July 15th to five

members ate then eligible t<
apply to tiie group for loans.

munity in righting an historical

St. Petersburg
High Class Of
’79-83 Plans
Gathering

Turners, Whitfields, Wither

ST.PEIERSBURG-The

spoons, Youngs, and Wilcoxs’

St Petersburg High class of
‘79 through ‘83 have made

NJ, MO, KY GA, ME,
MI, CO, SC, NY IN via Cars,
trains, planes, vans. We pray

able to fly. They leave today
returning tire 21st of July.

for a successful reunion

“Go/ is GoodAll The Time. ”

it!

Rousey Johnson and friend Jolene

plans for a reunion gathering
‘99.

Until next week, jump to

DULUTH MINN-Con

on his academic accomplish

In a few weeks, we plan to

gratulations are in order for
Rousey Johnson HI, son of
Rousey Johnson and Marilyn

ments for winter quarter, 1999,

come together for a beach
party which will be held Satur-

Walters of St Petersburg.

READ A NEWSPAPER
EVERY DAY

A letter was recently sent
to Rousey congragulating him

advising him that his name

will appear on the Dean’s List
for Academic Excellence, an
honor reserved for the top 15%
of all students in the College.

ness practices while develop
ing their own loan applicatior

wrong on Thursday, July 22,
1999, 6:30 p.m. at Bethel

how you can support the Con

hailing from St. Pete., VA, CA,

This trip was given to the
Glenns by husband and father,

groups composed of 6 to 1
members. These group

ST. PETERSBURG - Do
you want to learn more about

cerned Citizens Action Com
mittee and the African com

family love will be shown”.

New Member Training
scheduled for July 20.1999.
ST. PETERSBURG - A

day, August 21, 1999 at Fort
Desota Park, Shelter, #7 North

be

disbursed

other new and existing busi
nesses. This program is unique

receive training in good busi

in that peers, not bankers,

A new member-training
class will be held on Tuesday

approved the loans. In addi
tion, the loans were not based

July 20, 1999 at Mt Zidr
Human Services, Inc. at 945-

on personal credit history nor
do these loans require any col
lateral. Working Capital Flori

will begin promptly at 6:00

Beach from 12:00 to 5:00 p.m.

da, an organization that oper
ates this program in St Peters

For more information
please contact chairperson

burg, has received a Presiden
tial Award for Excellence for

Kim Mincey-Owens at 8651207.

this highly successful peer-to-

peer lending program.

20th Street South. The training
p.m. All interested in becom
ing involved in this exciting

new program.should plan to
attend.
For additional on the pro
gram, contact George B.
Smith, the St. Petersbuig area

The peer groups model
manager at 727-8944311.
begins with the formation of

REV. MOTHER SUPERIOR WILLIAMS
Ordained Psychic Christian Reader & Adviser

CARPET SALE
OVER 1,000 ROLLS IN STOCK • BUY TODAY, INSTALL TOMORROW

$9"

REMANT
BLOWOUT

DURABLE
BERBERS

COMMERCIAL
LEVEL LOOP

HEAVY
TEXTURE

HAVE YOU BEEN HOODOOED?
ARE YOU SICK IN ANY PART OF YOUR BODY?
Rev. Mother Superior Williams has God given power to help
you overcome your problems no matter how big or small.

WEARDATED II
TEXTURE

$199 |:,$fi99 J10”
WF
MB Saw.
CERAMIC
TILE SS&I CARPET
S8& CARPET
Best Selection

From

ptM$A99
From

■

$399
Up to 40 Sq. Yds. Installed w/Pad

SQ. YD.

Priced^

From

■

SQ. YC .

Stock

and Prices Anywhere
Priced
From

sq.ft.

SQ.YD.

$799
Up to 80 Sq. Yds. Installed w/Pad

CARPET STORE
TAMPA

ST. PETERSBURG

5015 W. HILLSBOROUGH AVE..

S.W. CORNER OF 22ND AVE. & 28TH ST.

249*2088

ST. PETERSBURG 321-9590

BAYONET POINT
N.E. CORNER OF U.S.19&HWY. 52 x

NEW LOCATION 868-7424

I was having bad luck, miser
able and it seemed like every
thing was against me. Just a
few visits to Rev. Mother
Superior Williams and now I'm
doing fine with a good home
and good man who loves me.
- Hillary Williams

She will tell you just what you want to know about friends
enemies or rivals; Whether husband, wife or sweetheart is true
or false; How to gain the love you most desire, control or
influence the action of anyone, even though miles away Tell
you of lucky numbers. She has helped thousands, through all
' 6 Shi6 will advise on Iove» marriage, business,
health, divorces, lawsuits, luck, alcoholics, happiness snells
success and evil influences of all kinds. Tells who your friends
and enemies are. Guarantees to remove all evil and bad Inrfrl
WHY SUFFER when you can be helped and freed from 5i
your troubles?
Don't fail to call or write io her today.

Rev. Mother Superior Williams
3716 W. Horatio, Tampa, FL 33609

(813) 874-5581
tisjgjjgJgjPliilRjRjf
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Why The Churches Are Still Burning
by Dr, Manning Marable

children engaged in peace

Baptist Church was only

the chapel and subsequently

assault by

conservatives

gate the burnings and to

It was only three weeks
after Martin Luther King,

ful, civil disobedience.
What was most striking,

burning it to the ground;
They were later arrested and

against affirmative action.
Minority economic set-

Bill Blackshear................................ North Central Florida

prosecute these offenders.
At the grassroots level,

Jr., delivered his magnifi

cent "I Have a Dream"

speech on the steps of the
Lincoln Memorial, before

actions.
The African-American

aside programs and minori
ty college scholarships are
being eliminated. The ma
jority leader of the U.S. Sen

several thousands of volun

................................................................................... Business Manager

perhaps, was the symbolic
meaning of the racists'

one aspect of a long racist
assault against black people
as a whole.

one quarter million people
at the historic March on

church has been, since slav

ary Baptist Church, was

ate, Trent Lott of MS, affilliates himself with a white

completely destroyed by
fire arson.

supremacist organization,
the Council of Conservative

past three years, a . number
of my own students at
Columbia University have

On August 25, 1998, in

Citizens, and almost nobody

desecrated or firebombed.

the White Haven communi

Many of these churches
were in the South, and a

ty of Memphis, TN, the sixthousand member Mount

in power or the media con
demns him!
Police brutality is on the

Yet the bombings and
burnings continue. On June
18,1999, in the Sacramento,

large of these were African
American. These examples,

Sinai Missionary Baptist
Church was totally de

rise in city after city. And

CA, metro area, three syna

which have been document

stroyed by arson fire.
On September 5, 1998,

Americans imprisoned has

Published by
Cleveland Johnson

Shirley Morgan............................................... Office Manager

The Weekly Challenger Office:
2500 M.L. King Jr. (9th) Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
(727) 896-2922

♦ ♦♦♦♦

Washington, D.C. A bomb

THE BLACK PRESS believes that America can best lead
the world from racial antagonism when it accords to every
man, regardless of race, creed or color, his human and
legal rights. Hating no man, fearing no man... the Black
Press strives to help every man in the firm belief that all
men are hurt as long as anyone is held back.

MEMBER

Southeast Black
Publishers
Association
Inc.

V

@558
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Child
Watch
BY

Marian Wright *
Edelman

Hopeful Signs, But...

exploded at Birmingham's
Sixteenth Street Baptist
Church on a Sunday morn

ing, killing four little black
girls: Addie Mae Collins,
Carol McNair, Carole Rob
ertson and Cynthia Wesley.

ery, the central social insti
tution of the black commu
nity. It has been spiritual

heart of the black experi

ence, through out long so
journ through this nation. To
destroy the black church is

to cut out the heart of the

has passed
since the bombing in Bir
mingham. Yet across this
A generation

nation, the bombings and
burnings of churches con
tinue. From January, 1995,

to the end of 1998, about
670 churches were burned,

convicted.
On July 2, 1998, in
Gould, AR, a 100-year-old
African-American church,

the Rankin Chapel Mission

deeply affected African-

not occur in a political vacu

ed by the National Coalition

American people at the
time, and its bitter memory
is still quite vivid for mil

for Burned Churches and
the Community Relations
Service
of the
U.S.

around midnight in Lisman,
AL, the Gilfied Baptist

roughly doubled in the past
decade. All of these trends
indicate the expansion of in

Church was completely gut

stitutional racism. When

lions of us. It was not that

um. The birmingham church
bombing occurred when
white segregationists in
Congress were attempting

Department of Justice, illus

ted by fire. This historic

ever institutional racism in

destroying collections on
Jewish culture and the Hol

the white racists would
strike out against us. Being

to block the passage of the
Civil Rights Act, which

trate the scope of the prob
lem:

African-American church

creases, its cutting edgewhite vigilante violence-

ocaust
and
causing
$800,000 in damages. Liter

black in America had long
since taught us that violence

would desegregate public

accommodations through

On February 22, 1997,
in Elko, GA, the Oak Grove

usually leads the way. Terror
and violence are absolutely

ature was found at one syn
agogue that blamed' the 'In

against black folk was 'as

out the country. White Citi
zens Councils were trying to

C.M.E. Church, built origi

was destroyed.
On September 10,1998,
in Dangerfield, TX, the his

nally over one hundred

toric Friendship Missionary

central to the preservation
and maintenance of* white

ternational Jews media1 for
the war in Kosovo.

Baptist Church was burned
to the ground. This church

Intolerance never stops
with one set of victims.

children had been targeted

years ago, was totally de
stroyed by fire. Three young
white men were later prose

supremacy.

ves among Southern blacks.
Alabama Governor George

had been established by ex

nity and even the federal

for assassination.

Wallace was calling for 'seg

cuted and convicted of this

government have responded

regation
forever'
and
blocked the doors at the

crime.

slaves during Reconstruc
tion: This church had also

to this assault against reli

lesbians and gays-as well

been the target of repeated

gious freedom. In June,

African Americans-all be
came targets in the political
climate of hatred.

normal as cherry pie', to
paraphrase H. Rap Brown. It
was not simply that our little

We

remembered

the

stop voter registration dri

was 124 years old when it

number

the

of African

The civil rights commu

grade from an 'F' to a 'D+'. I want to applaud and encourage
him, but I also want to say, "I know you can do better!"

mingham earlier that same

University of Alabama in an

Waskcom, TX, three white

vandalism for many years.

1996, President Clinton es

year, in 1963, when police

men and a white juvenile

chief
Bull
Connor
unleashed vicious dogs and

broke into the Gainesville

Why are black churches
all over the U.S. being de

tablished

In the wake of the Littleton, CO, and Conyers, GA, school
shootings, the U.S. Senate finally got down to taking a major

unsuccessful attempt to
maintain white supremacy

step forward in reducing the availability of guns which have
too often been used in crimes against and by children. In May,

used clubs against black

in higher education. The
bombing of Sixteenth Street

Church of God in Christ,
pouring gasoline throughout

stroyed? In the 1990s, we
have witnessed a political

coordinate local, state and
federal agencies to investi-

Oh May 17, 1998, in

the

National

The Dred Scott Decision!

children to purchase guns.

by Courtney L. Cannon Scott

cause Scott was a slave, and

lashes.

slaves were not citizens and
therefore had no legal rights
to sue.
Eventually though, Scott
and his wife Harriet were
freed after their master's
death. The following timeline
provides an overview of . the
famous Scott case and some
of the events surrounding it:
1793: The nation's first
fugitive slave law was passed
allowing a slave owner to
chase an escaped slave into

1848:-Dred Scott files a
lawsuit in St. Louis to gain his
freedom.
1850: The Fugitive Slave
Law of 1850 is enacted.
California becomes a state.

hand in good health brought a
sale price of $1600.

Emerson to the Missouri
Supreme Court. The decision

another state and [with court
approval] take the slave back

1857: The Dred Scott
case is settled on May 5th by

was reversed, and Scott was
once again enslaved!

home. This law made it a fed
eral crime to hide or help a

the'U.S. Supreme Court. Its

Learn about him and other
prominent people every day,

but used the legal system over

Even after this disap
pointment, Scott's lawyers

runaway slave or to prevent
their arrest.

decision states that African
Americans are not citizens,

a period of many years to seek

continued to fight within the

1823: A U.S., circuit

freedom. In the early 1800s,

legal system for his freedom,

court in Washington,. D.C.,

as states were accepted into

taking the case to a federal

decides that a slave becomes

the Union, controversy often
arose when deciding whether

court! The appeal to the U.S.
Supreme Court-the highest in

free when he/she enters into a
state or territory where slav

or not they would be 'free' or

the land-was decided on

ery is illegal. This same year,

'slave' states. Final status was

March 6,1857. The vote was

based upon what was needed

to maintain a balance of sena-

every two days. But, so much more needs to be done to regu
late guns and prevent youth violence.

The bad news is in the Senate the modest gun control mea

treated as less than human,

sures were contained in a juvenile crime bill that lacks guaran

Dred Scott stood up for free-

about adult responsibility, common sense and public safety. If

an adult brings a gun into the home, that adult has the respon
sibility to ensure that children do not have ready access to it.
And adults who sell guns must be responsible for ensuring
those weapons aren't purchased by individuals who are not

allowed to purchase them. It is long past time for Congress to
protect children, rather than guns.
The gun measures may affect in a small way the shocking
statistics that show nearly 13 children are killed by guns in

America every day. That's almost a classroom of children

teed funding for programs to prevent juvenile crime. It also
repeals provisions in existing law that require states to address
the disproportionate confinement, through intention or unin

tentional discriminatory actions, of minority youth.
While funds for prevention activities were increased dur
ing floor debate on the legislation, there was no guarantee in

the bill that such funds actually will be provided. A lot of peo
ple in this country don't realize that when Congress 'authorizes'

money for something, that doesn't mean the money is going to
be there when the appropriation bill is passed. It's like making
out a budget for yourself and then spending something entire

ly different when you get to the store. Too often, we have seen
the illusion of funding provided in an authorization bill, but

very little funding being actually appropriated when spending

bills are passed later in the year. An amendment proposed by
Senator Boxer (D-CA) would have guaranteed increased funds

for after-school programs, but it was rejected.
Violent juvenile crime peaks between 3pm and 8pm, the

dom-for himself and his fam
ily. He was not well educated,

According tot he U.S. Census
Bureau, over 15 percent of the
entire population has African
ancestry; Of the 3,638,808
African Americans there,
434,495 are free. A male field

that residence in a free state
does not make an enslaved
person traveling there ’ free,

and slavery cannot be exclud
ed from new western territo

1866: The nation's first
Civil Rights Act is passed in
Congress over a presidential
veto. The law gave citizen
ship to people of African her
itage and assured all citizens
of equal rights under the law.
The 14th Amendment guaran
teeing these rights overturned
the Dred Scott decision made
nine years earlier
Scott, and many others,
make up our rich heritage. It
is because of their sacrifices
that we are able to do the
things we do today-reading
this article, for example.

after-school hours when millions of children are often unsu

A hung jury in the trial

pervised and more likely to engage in at-risk behavior like

smoking, drinking, sex or crime. In every community in our

of two men accused of as
sault during a melee follow

nation, children go home alone after school. After-school pro

ing the controversial Million

grams keep children out of trouble and introduce them into
positive activities as well as adult mentors and role models

Youth March in New York

Jews, Latinos, Asians, un
documented immigrants,

LETTER TO
THE EDITOR

March 22, 1999, I
received a letter from the
Victim Assistance Program
stating my right as a victim. I
was shocked for I did not
know what they were talking
about. When I called their
office, I was told that I had a
boy arrested for trespassing
on my vacant lot. The Victim
Notification specialist was
assured that I did not have
anybody arrested.

On or about May 27,
199, a subpoena was served

for me to appear in an
Adjudicatory Hearing. June
28,1999,1 was in court at the
Hillsborough County Court

not just during Black History

house Annex. The Honorable

Month!

Judge Vicent J. Giglio pre

Be a positive voice and
know you are important, too!
And when you have the

sided. The Assistant State
Attorney insisted that I leave
wheq 1 said that I did not

opportunity to add your voice

have the young man arrested

ries. Because of this, the U.S.

to others seeking to improve

for trespassing. I told him

land office denies African

the communities in which we

that I would stay for the hear

in Mississippi, it was forbid

American public land grants

live, do so with the knowl

ing, that I was already there.

7 to 2 against Scott. The case

den to teach a slave to read or

in the west, because they are

edge that you are making a

was described as invalid, be-

write. Punishment was 39

not citizens.

difference!

the Court know that I was not

related to the young man, but

officials."

nal activity. Why? Because

their shoes. You put yourself

.AU three defense attor
neys emphasized that 'rea

from the inception, there

behind the stage," he im

had been resistance to it in

plored the jury.

sonable doubt' about any of

the state of New York."

"You put yourself in

correct a wrong. You correct
it when it is being made!

acquittals, and they im

concluded Petersen's case,

they may not be finding anywhere else.
It is also disappointing that the Senate rejected an amend

lant.

bail-which was raised by

plored the jury to scrutinize

pointing out the hostile and

"I think this is a victory

the community, "and it puts

the evidence carefully and

confrontational atmosphere

ment by Senators Wellstone (D-MN) and Kennedy (D-MA) to
retain a requirement in current law that all states review their

have

for us," defense attorney

a stop on making plans for

come to the only logical

Roger Wareh'am told the

the immediate future."

possible...not

juvenile justice systems to see if discrimination against minor
ity children is occurring. Minority children are twice as likely

Daily Challenge. "It is an

Portrayed from witness

conclusion
guilty.

other setback for (Mayor

testimony as bullish aggres

there

I learned a valuable les

son that you do not wait to

has defense attorneys jubi

said

on record as the young man's
grandmother.

defense of James Washing

the charges was enough for

McClary

was owner of the lot. The
case was dropped, and I am

Atty. Roger Wareham in

Wareham said Petersen
is still out on $10,000 cash

Malik Shabazz

was

the lot was mentioned to let

tersen's lives "are held in

Atty.

case

mother. I was waiting until

Howard Safir and other city

suspense by the criminal
justice system."

the

I was the young man's grand

Meanwhile, Wareham
added, Washington and Pe

lice were anticipating crimi

'When

called, the Court was told that

Controversial Million Youth March
Trial Ends In Hung Jury
bv Navaba Arinde

gutted the temple library at
Congregation B'nai Israel,

Dear Editor:

tors in Congress for equal rep
resentation.
Scott first traveled to a
'free' territory in Missouri
while with his owner John
Emerson. With the help of
abolitionists there, he sued for
his freedom in a St. Louis cir
cuit court. His lawyers argued
that since slavery was illegal
in Missouri, Scott Should be
considered as free when he
began living there. The court
declared him free in 1850, but
the decision was appealed by

Recently as I pondered
our celebration of America's
Independence, my thoughts
wandered to some of the
greatest, but least known pio
neers of freedom in this coun
try. Like many people, I had
heard of the Dred Scott
Decision, but didn't really
know what it was or why it
was important. Curious about
the man and his legacy, I
decided to find out for myself.
At a time in U.S. history
when people of color were

gogues were hit by arsonists
within a span of 45 minutes.
In the worst case, the fires

Church Arson Task Force to

close the gun show loophole that allowed convicted felons and

was so close. This is not about the Second Amendment to the
Constitution, as some gun advocates want to pretend. It is

worked
to
reconstruct
burned black churches.

This murderous assault

children's march in Bir

I was shocked, however, that the final gun vote, 51-50,

to help rebuild AfricanAmerican churches. For the

black community.
This act of brutality did

I feel a little like a mother whose child improved his math

the Senate voted to require safety locks on new handguns and

teers have gone to the South

ton was succinct.
"This case should not

Everyone should pay for his

[to

or her crime. However, it

perpetrated by "six or ten

court]. But they needed a

should be done fairly. If not,

thousand police officers in a

we-society and the law-cre-

six-block area [who] treated

scapegoat to cover that fact.
There's no videotape of

people in a sub-human fash

James Washington hitting

been

brought

ate distrust, hate and rebel
lion. You cannot legislate

to be arrested and seven times more likely to be placed in a

Rudy) Giuliani. He lost in

sors, New York City police

were 'glaring inconsisten

ion [creating a] slavery type

detention facility as non-minority youth. One in seven black

anyone. Why? Because it

stopping the march, he lost

cies' in police officers' testi

situation."

males will be incarcerated before the age of 18. Black children,

didn't happen. Why has so

morality and likes. Let's try
the GOLDEN RULE, "DO

on the day of the march, he

officers were slammed for
their 'criminal acts' during

monies. For example, she

Shabazz, who was one

ages 10 to 17, represent 15 percent of that age group's popula

much testimony changed

UNTO OTHERS AS YOU

lost with the proposed in

said the prosecution brought

of the organizers of last

tion. but 26 percent of those arrested, 32 percent of those
referred to juvenile court, 46 percent of those placed in long

between last October or

WOULD HAVE THEM DO

dictment of Khallid Mu-

the Sept. 5th march as de
fense attorneys presented

in police technical folks

year's march, asked the jury

November and now?

UNTO YOU". That just

hammed and he lost today in

closing arguments.

who manned video and still

simply to focus on the

term juvenile detention institutions and 52 percent of all cases

Last September, 6,000

court. They expected con

cops descended on Harlem

that will make it safer and

victions, and they got a hung

cameras.
McClary said that all of

sequence of events, this

waived to criminal court.
Studies have shown that a number of children of color

Attorney Tonya Mc
Clary said the prosecution

done they would see that

better for all people.

jury."

wanted to shift the responsi

Petersen was legally justi
fied in defending himself

to sabotage the peaceful
march. Mayor Giuliani and

might bring about toleration

have been treated more harshly than non-minority children for

Earlier Judge Michael

bility from the police to her

them said they were there to
film 'criminal activity', but

the same or similar offenses at each stage of the juvenile jus

Police Commissioner How

Sincerely,

Obus ordered the jury back

client, Patrece Petersen. "It's

began to film before any

and others against the initial

tice process-from arrest to disposition. Our system of justice

ard Safir said that 6 'John

Mary Alice Dorsett, Tampa

for further deliberations af

easier to bring in Mr. Pe

thing happened. The officers

aggressors-the police, "who

Does' were being sought for

should be color-blind, but it isn't and never has been.
During the weeks ahead, the Children's Defense Fund will

ter they announced a dead

tersen, a hard-working man,

testified that they did not

came forward to physically

allegedly throwing objects

lock in the case. Defendants

than to bring in the people

observe any criminal activi

disperse the crowd with

be working with House members for a juvenile crime bill that

at cops. Washington and Pe

James Washington and Pa-

who are really responsible-

ty until after 4pm, she said.

will protect children from guns and protect children in the

trece Peterson must return to

Mayor Rudolph

Giuliani

"There were no arrests,

juvenile justice system from harm and discrimination. Please

court on July 28th.

and Police Commissioner

nobody was frisked...the po-

call your representative at 202-225-3121.

using

barri

tersen were indicted on mis

cades. They came in heli

demeanor assault and mis

copters Vietnam-style.

demeanor felony charges.

nightsticks,
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50th Reunion For Gibbs High
Class Of '49
ST. PETERSBURG - In

facilitating its reunion theme
“Looking forward to a New
Millennium” the Class partic
ipated in many activities

beginning with a Thursday
Game Night at the home of
Dorothye M. Davis, class pres

ident; Friday Night Jazz out
ing,

Spotlites;

Saturday

Seafood cook-out hosted by
Bea and John Baker, Sunday
morning worship with the con

gregation of Traveler’s Rest
Missionary Baptist Church

followed by lunch at Luby’s
Cafeteria On Monday, June
14, a group of high-spirited
‘49ers and their guests depart
ed for the Port of Miami and
boarded the cruise ship sailing
to ports in Mexico and Key
West. And oh! what a funtime

Upon returning to St

musical and Broadway pro

Petersburg, a final celebration
party was enjoyed by class
members and friends at the
home of Inez Lavind, Satur
day, June 19.

ductions, late night dis
cotheque and delicious food!

Out of towners attending
were William Leggett, Atlanta,

with classmates and friends
enjoying groups activities,

GA; Paul Mohr, Sr., Mont

pice’s representative Shirley

Frednell

Davis and to the Neighborly

Williams, Suitland, MD and
Dorothy J. Davis, Washington

Senior Center.
Juanita Heady hosted the

gomery

AL;

D.C.

final meeting of the ‘98-99

Before beginning its
reunion celebrations the class

year. The president, Dorothye
M. Davis thanks all for a suc

made contributions to Hos-

cessful reunion.

Instructional
GHS Class Of '63
Materials
Monthly Meeting
Committee Meets
ST. PETERSBURG-The
Gibbs High Class of.1963 will

pm. at 2356 Lynn Lake Place
#D. Issues of importance will

again have their monthly

be discussed for the year 2000.

TAMPA - The Hillsbor
ough County Public Schools

Instructional Materials Depos

Instructional Materials Com
mittee will hold state adoptions

Tampa.

meeting on July 24,1999 at 6

meetings from 8 a.m. to 4 pm.
Wednesday, July 28, and

The meetings are open to
the public, and the materials
being evaluated will be avail

IHEADA NEWSPAPER!

Wednesday, August 4, at the

able for reveiw.

1731 Green Street,

itory,

Kweisi Mfume^
One of the common goals

Windows 95 and 98, Excel, A
Plus and Customer Service.
Instructors for the courses
were: Annie Ray, Center Man
ager for St Petersbuig office,
Ann Mitchell, Center Manager
for the Clearwater office,

Annette Derks, Ken Pierce,

Simon Dunsmoor, Justine
Anderson. Stephanie Brown
also played a significant part in
coordinating the graduation.

The proud graduates were:
Anjanette Evans, Jackie Gor
don, Lashantay Hollis, Shay
Johnson,
Quintina
Lee,
Demetrik Mays, Cora Ballard,
Natalie, Blake, Jacquelyn B.
Chapel, Samantha Collins,
Tina Dawson, Alberta Davis,
Jennifer Elkahly, Jennifer

ATS is an independently
owned computer and skill
based training company,
which has been in business
since 1988. The company is

cesses thus far has been the
placement of a young lady in
a job thatpays $40,000.
The program training
opportunity was made possi

located in Clearwater and now

ble through the collaborative

has offices in St Petersbuig.
ATS has seen tremendous suc

partnership with Lockheed

cess with their participants.
“We don’t feel that our job is

After the ceremony, gradu

Martin and Career Options.

Jackson, Christina Mack,
Sharon Morales, Tammie

completed until the partici

delicious lunch catered by Saf

Ryan, Doris Warren and Wilhelmina Yearcin.

pants have a job,” says Camp
bell. One of their greatest suc-

frons.

ates and their family enjoyed a

Gibbs Class Of 1958
ST.

PETERSBURG -

NAACP is based. Influential

sense oftiming, in that the 19th

that is yet to come, we applaud
the efforts of the National

of the NAACP is to hold the
interest of the community

city

together, and to bring together
consistency in leadership in
order to accomplish the goals
of this agenda.

this point, he decided not to.
Unfortunately, much of
our good has been locked
behind doors of poverty, doors
of violence, doors of illiteracy,
political weakness and despair;

pain and carnage from whip
pings, lynching, segregation,
riots, gang-related deaths,
police brutality and economic

service and we should thank
God for the awesome power of
our people who survived slav
ery and the oppression that still

monopolization; but we must
also remember that it has also

plaques many, with conviction

according to Mfume’s plat
form speech.

left a legacy of strength and
courage for those who sur
vived it and are still willing to

the race, collectively. It is our
time to move our people clos

take a stand.

er to true freedom and empow

According to recent
reports, it was also the opinion
of many that fhe convention

would also serve as a going

leaders

encouraged

Mfume to run for Mayor but at

away party for its president, a
former five term congressman

embark upon the 20th century,

from Baltimore, where the

we do so with a profound

It appears that as we'

century will certainly leave us
with a trail of bad memories,

As we look forward to all

Bradley Passes
“HB 1577 is an idea that
really should have ben brought

accountability from their elect

forth several years ago,”

is that we deserve frill access to

Bradley said. ‘.‘Because Pinel

and accountability from our

ed officials^ My fervent belief

NAACP for the 90 years of

toward the year 2000.
“It is now our time to' run

erment,” said Mfume.

from pg. 1

come, the most important
aspect of HB 1577 is that the
voters will have the opportuni

outcome of this historic deci
sion.”

ty to decide how we want to
be governed by our county

For further information on
HB 1577 or any other legisla

participate in determining the

day, July 22, 1999 at Shirley

cruise for the year 2000.

8153. Refreshments will be

The Gibbs High Class of 1958

Newsome’s home, 3034 46th

las

County has grown so

elected public servants is a pri

Avenue South at 7:30 p.m. We

If you plan to attend the
meeting, please call Shirley,
866-9555 or Oradine at 895-

served.

is having a special meeting, a

rapidly in terms of population,

mary reason that I filed this
legislation.” Bradley further

commission. I urge' everyone

tion, please contact District 55

it is imperative that citizens

to become familiar with the

legislative office at (727) 893-

have full accessibility to and

stated, “No matter the out-

details of this issue, and fully

1840.

“Chit Chat and Chew Thurs-

want to begin planning for a

Hope to see you there.
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AKAs Celebrate
Achievements

Edwin Coffie Appointed
Interim Director Of
Admissions- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

ST.
PETERSBURGMembers of the Zeta Upsilon
Omega Chapter of Alpha

DAYTONA BEACH The Bethune-Cookman Col

Kappa Alpha Sorority cele

lege family is pleased to

brated the achievements of

announce Edwin Coffie Jr. as

chapter sorority members in
June. Betty Gaston, chapter

interim Director of Admis

c°

".'..'JjjB

O

i

by Khana A. Riley

sions. Coffie, a 1988-B-CC

graduate who has served as
recruiter for the institution for

This week’s Kids Coiner

Lunch Pad. After that they

continues to focus on whats

Arletha Chapman received

the past four years was instru

happening in Summer Camp

recognition as a Golden Soror
for 50 years of continuous ser

mental in recruiting the largest
incoming freshman class of

around the city. I interviewed a

went on a bus tour of the cen
ter. One thing of interest
Areatha found out, as they

vice to the sorority. Mrs. Chap

871 students in 1997.

Areatha Woodard about her

man received a gold tiara, a
24kt-gold dipped long-stem

As interim director of
admissions, Coffie will contin

camp experience last week.
“I’m having a great sum

rose, a gold medallion from the
AKA National Headquarters

ue to work as a recruiter and
will be responsible for the

and a shower of gifts from the

daily operations of the recruit
ment and admissions process

mer camp
experience,”
Areatha explained. On Friday,
July 9th our camp went to the
Kennedy Space Center. From
St Petersbuig, it was a 3 hour

president

presented

the

awards.

chapter sorority sisters.

camper by the name of

while supervising a staff of six
teen professionals.
In this new position, Coffie

Earline Demps, formerly a
principal at Mt. Vernon Ele
mentary School received gifts
to celebrate her retirement
from the Pinellas County

intends to “continue to keep
Bethune-Cookman College’s
name in the pool of premier

School System.

American flag is painted on a
NASA building. If you place a
city bus on a red stripe that was
painted you can easily ride

along the stripe. “We rode

bus drive to the Space Center.

Eddie Coffie

matriculated at BethuneCookman on a scholarship
awarded to him by the Concert
Chorale and studied at the

went on tour of the center was
that a red stripe on the Ameri
can flag is the same size as the
city bus. Let me explain: the

of productivity, enthusiasm,
effective human relations

around and looked at-all the
launching bases, they were

The bus ride was too much
fun. Finally, we arrived and I

skills, and a genuine concern

was hoping that it was worth
the wait, and believe me it

for his alma mater.”

was”.

very

fascinating”

she

expressed. After the tour they

went to the giftshop and took a
bunch ofpictures. “I can’t wait

and

higher education institutions,

daughter, Evyan Gordon
accepted a plaque on behalf of

not only for African-Ameri

Interdenominational Theologi

Bethune-Cookman Col

On the way, she enjoyed

cans, but for all those looking

cal Center in Atlanta, GA In

lege has a diverse population

listening to music that the

the Nesbitt family of AKAs.

for a quality education.” Addi

addition to being an accom

The Nesbitt family received

tionally, Coffie plans to “work

plished musician, he is also the

of more than 2,5(X) and has a
solid reputation for academic

campers thought was pretty
tight. When she and the

Petersbuig they saw a tornado

the “The Unique Legacy
Award” at the South Atlantic

closely with B-CC alumni and

founding pastor of Mt. Cal

excellence. As evidence of its

campers arrived they noticed a

over by Clearwater. There was

high school counselors across

Regional Conference and
proudly boast a family of 10

vary Baptist Church in Palm
Coast

outstanding program, B-CC
has been listed in the Temple

big space shuttle that was big

the country to develop stronger

alot of excitement looking at
it

AKA sorority sisters. Manitia

relationships and to maintain
continuous communication

Coffie, and his wife
Carol,also a graduate of

Moultrie-Chapman received a

about the value of the educa

Bethune-Cookman College,

ton Honor Roll of Character
Building Colleges and Univer
sities and selected for the “Hot

plaque in recognition of being

tional experience at (the col
lege).” Coffee states that his

are the parents of twelve-yearold-son, Edwin and a ten-year
.-old daughter Erica. •

Picks” list of best colleges for
Hispanics students by Hispan
ic Outlook magazine. Mast

ever seen. The first thing the
campers did was watch a
movie about the space station
Mir. The thing she thought was
really cool was that it was 3D.
The campers ate lunch at the

When
asked
about
Coffie’s appointment college

recently, Bethune-Cookman
was listed among the Top 50
Best Colleges for African

Mrytle

Williams

voted as Chapter Soror of the

first goal is to work with his
department to enroll 3,000 stu

Year. Betty Gaston also pre

sented gifts to various program
chairs in recognition of their
dedicated service throughout
the year.

dents by 3,000 students by the
year 2003.

President Dr. Oswald P. Bron

A native of Palm Beach
County Public Schools, Coffie

son stated that “He brings to
his new position a track record

American students as a result

of a survey conducted*

RSVP Calling For Volunteers
ST. PETERSBURG This is a call for volunteers.
Oh! Retired teachers, retired
business people, retired labor
ers and others who may have
spare time where are you? We
need you to tutor children from
Pre-K-3rd grade during the
school term. Don’t say no, if

you can read you can teach
young children to read.

*

Hl
St. Petersburg
Library Contracts
For Collection
Agency Services
ST. PETERSBURG - A

new contract sighed by the St

return items or pay fines in
excess of $25 will result in

Petersburg Public Library sys

referral to

tem will give the library more

agency and a $10 processing

power in reclaiming returned

fee per account.

materials

and

collecting

unpaid fines. Beginning in mid
July, Unique Management

the

collection,

Hundreds of patrons bor
row and return books and
other materials on time each

If you are currently volun
teering at a school or some

PLEASE
’ SUPPORT OUR
NEWSPAPER BY
PATRONIZING
OUR
ADVERTISERS

Some service range from hos
pitals, recreation centers to
local police stations and educa
tional facilities.
Volunteers Benefits: Free
accidental and liability insur
ance and assistance without
compensation but may be
reimbursed for transportation.
Transportation is provided
through allocation of bus pass
es and direct reimbursement
for mileage. Education level,

Senior Volunteer Program

Pinellas Opportunity Council,

(RSVP) involves persons age

Inc. (POC).

week to the Tutorial Program

match their personal interest

or volunteer , in other areas,

soning can cause learning dis

teers of all races, however spe

and makes use of their skills

please call Mis. Hudson, Vol

cial emphasis is on Afro-

and

unteer Leader at RSVP office

American Volunteers. We

327-8690, ext. 22.

abilities, speech difficulties, dren are our future. Have your
and poor school performance. children tested and protect
Children living in older them from unnecessary health
homes built before 1978 when problems.
lead based paint was banned,

lifelong

experiences.

ments of $300,000 from

twelve Florida residents in oil
and gas fields. The fields were

year alone.
“As stewards of pubic
funds, reclaiming unretumed
library materials is an impor

overdue notices, the library is

ment of Banking and Finance
(DBF) ordered an energy com

known as Eneigy-1, Eneigy96, Blue Flame 93,94 and 95,

forced to purchase replace

pany to stop selling unlicensed

Crockett 95, Liberty 96, Ken-

Comptroller’s West Central

ments for best sellers, popular

fiction, video’s, and other high

securities in Florida. The Ener
gy Group Offered and sold

tucky-4, Big Sandy IV, Big
Sandy 95 and 99, Pike 2 and 3,

Florida Office in Tampa 813272-2565 or 1-800-258-8403.

interests in oil and gas fields
located in Kentucky to Florida

JAMES A. THOMAS

Library Director Mary Brown.

agency involvement will mean

DBF issued a Cease and

“We selected Unique Manage

less spent on replacing items

Desist Order against The Ener

residents.

Premier Service Agent

ment Services because then-

and more on acquiring addi

gy Group, Inc., and six officers

professional approach pro
duces maximum results while

tional titles.

in the company. They are

preserving our high standards

vices began working with

Lawrence Reed Ruettner,
Nicholas Lannert, Daniel

of customer relations.”
The library has modified

Pasco County libraries in

Oberst,

1997. According to Pasco

Philip Sansom, and Ronald

County Library System Direc

Walblay. The Energy Group is

its overdue notice procedures
to

implement

collection

' Unique Management Ser

agency participation. Patrons

tor Barbe Bonjour, “In our first
year, we had $300,000 worth

will be sent an initial overdue

of materials returned. We have

notice when items or fines are
10 days past due. A second

been pleased with Unique’s
services and have found the

notice, a bill for unretumed
materials or unpaid fines, will

results productive.”

be mailed when the patron’s
account is 30 days past due. A

' For more information con

tact Library Director, Mary

Brown at 727-893-7381.

David

Investors who have ques
tions should contact investiga
tor Laura Royal and the

/instate

Allstate Insurance Company
6055 9th St. So.
• St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Bus (813) 865-1409
FAX (813) 864-6779
© 1996 Allstate Insurance Company,
Northbrook, Illinois. 24-hour customer service
is available through select Allstate locations.

located in Prairie View, Illi

The investigation revealed
that The Energy Group offered
and sold unregistered securi
ties to the public at investment
seminars conducted during
The Money Show conference

notice sent at 45 days will

held in Orlando, Florida. The

inform patrons that failure to

Energy Group solicited invest-

Sherrlyn Henry
Supervisor

Licensed & Insured

screening times at a Health
Department nearest you. Chil

ange your life!

Reagan IV, and Pine Mountain
99.

You’re in good hands.

Pearlman,

nois, with offices in Bowling
Green, Kentucky.

information about testing and

This call is for all volun

Central

collection

clinic, or at the Pinellas Coun

ty Health Department Please
call (727) 824-6927 for more

55 and over in service that

Comptroller’s West

increase

by a private physician, medical

cation and treatment, lead poi

Regional Office of the Depart

with

If you can give 2-4 hours a

a number of children couldn’t,

abuse their free borrowing
privilege by not responding to

library service to the taxpayers

National Lead
Poisoning
Prevention Week
July 19-25

years arid under. It is also one
of the most preventable health
hazards. Without early identifi

be served.

libraries. When a few patrons

who support the library,” said

Peace Out!

number one environmental
health threat to children ■aged 6

matter. RSVP is spqpsored by

Oil And Gas Company
Ordered To Stop Selling
Securities

demand
materials.
The
library’s anticipated return rate

mer camp experience and send
me your picture with your let
ter.

to place volunteers at centers
but because of few volunteers

experience, income do not

library accounts that total
$107,000 for the current fiscal

tant part of providing good

Write me about our sum

ST. PETERSBURG - and children living with adults
National Lead Poisoning Pre whose,jobs or hobbies involve
vention Week is being held lead, are at risk for lead poi
July 19-25. Locally, the Pinel soning. Childhood lead poi
las County Health Department soning affects one in fourteen
is recommending parents with children in Pinellas County,
children under 6 years of age Most of these children were
to have their children screened identified by a simple screen
for lead poisoning.
ing test.
Lead poisoning is the
This test can be performed

should not depend on people

TAMPA - The Florida

ger than anything they had

of other races to come into our
community and tutor our chil
dren. Our children belong to us
and we should help them as
much as possible. The Bible
tells us “Train up a child in the
way he should go and when he
is old, he shall not depart.”
Most centers are located
close to homes. Several
requests were made to RSVP

place, you can still register
with RSPV. The Retired and

Services, a collection agency,
will take over delinquent

day in the six St Petersburg

to go there again”, she con
cluded.
On the ride back to St

Enroll now!
Fall classes
A A start Aug. 23
. Fully accredited ASSOCIATE IN ARTS (AA)
degrees guarantee entrance asajunior to
any state university.
. Fully accredited ASSOCIATE IN SCIENCE
(A.S.) degrees boost career options in as

little as two years.
. SFJC’s CERTIFICATE programs
for a new profession or enhance job skills
as little as a year.

CORNERSTONE CONSTRUCTION
SPECIALTIES, INC.

341-3239
www.spjc.edu

Estimating • Drafting • Management
Engineering & Architectural Referrals Available
P.O. Box 530133

Phone: 727-323-5041

St. Petersburg, FL 33747-0133

" FAST &. RELIABLE “

St. Petersburg Junior College
Your community college!
’

Since 1927
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Women Called To Pray
In Atlanta--------------- ——
ATLANTA - Women

throughout the country' and

By; Allene Gammage Ahmed

around the world anticipate
their largest Christian gather

Designed specifically for the Woman That You Are

RCW’s Community
Connection------------

participated in the three-day
conference in 1998. This year,
pre-registrations indicate num
bers will swell to more than

ing to date, as they prepare to
converge in Atlanta for Bishop

Dome July 29-31. "Wailing
Women Win” is the theme for
the 1999 conference - billed by
the Atlanta Business Chronicle

nection. The organization is a
neighborhood based non-prof
it organization for women and

their families, providing social

a bevy of public and celebrity

(ranked by attendance) Atlanta
hosts^

who have dominated the news
this past year. More titan a hun

achievement of self-sufficien

ing.

Personal

and 11 am. and 5 and 7 pm.
On Saturday, sessions will be

incarcerated inmates to tune in.

in the nation - The Potter’s
House church in Dallas, Texas

at the conference.
Through the Wiwwn, 77iow
ArtLoosed! Conference, Bish

At least two prisons will be

op Jakes brings a fervent mes

The Women, Thou Art

interacting live with the Geor
gia Dome gatherings.

sage of hope to women in all

Loosed! message holds special

significance for those discard

and healing in sermon, song,

life stages and circumstances
as he continues to unfold the

arid literary work to a globally

message that first appeared in a

“For so long, women of

ed by society and behind bars.

since morphed into a number

rible mistakes and have lived

of other forms, including the
conference, a musical record

to regret it “I’ve recently
returned from a trip to Israel
that deeply impacted me. I

event is free and open to the
public, however, preferred
seating has been reserved for

Jakes. “Others have made ter

ing, and most recently a pow
erful dramatic play The play,

everWBay

will

erment, i.e., Self Awareness,

fulfill its mission through con

bility for Self, Stress Manage

tinuous improvement of ser

ment, Communication and

vices to meet customers’

Learning, Goal Setting and

needs, “How we accomplish
our mission is as important as
the mission itself’, expressed
Dolores Benjamin, Executive
•Director. “Fundamental to the
service of our organization are

Problem Solving.
The Career Development
Module covers key areas to
include: Career Self-Assess
ment, Value Garification,

Career Testing Career Explo

survey found, prompting the
launch of a new educational

some very basic values: The

ration, Job Search Strategies,

campaign

first being our staff. Our staff is

Employment

the source of our strength, as

Appearance and Attitude.

the community. They are the

standing Beliefs and Feelings,

intelligence and determine our
reputation and vitality. Our

Encouraging Your Child and
Yourself, Listening and Talk

clients are our overall purpose

ing to Your Child, Helping

for being in business.”
The south county RCW

Children Cooperate, Disci
pline That Makes Sense and

office has been housed at the

Choosing Your Approach.

Enoch Davis. Center for the

RCW works collaborative
ly with other social organiza

past 15 years. The program
provides counseling in depen
dency prevention, economic

tions, educational institutions
and community resources to
deliver appropriate and coordi

nated services. For additional

mental and legal resources to a
population of individuals at the

information call the Enoch
Davis Center at 893-7134 or
tiie main office at 5864110.

Healthy Start News
Brief
•
Healthy Start Honors

terrific parent and role model

‘‘Healthy Start Friendly”

to their children.
Prenatal Screening - The Cor

Providers

nerstone of Healthy Start

process and the Healthy Start
program in general.
Fantastic Fathers Turns Men

Into Dads
Dads, sometimes are the
forgotten piece of the family
puzzle. A lather plays such an

important role in a child’s life

but all year round. Healthy
Start offers special programs
for Dads, helping them be a

cervical cancer. Yet, 1 in 8

James

health issue of the new millen
nium will be helping wofnen
make better health choices in
the years after menopause to
fight the worst effects of aging
In fact, dramatic estrogen

loss after menopause has been
linked to heart disease, osteo

Heritage Foundation?

ment.

medical attention.
The survey results were

released recently by the
Women's Wise Alliance, a

The Weekly Challenger

Beach, VA., Janies will help

2500 9th Street. S.

new, non profit, public educa
tion network of women’s

lead Heritage’s effort to restore
a . strong ethic of citizenship

St. Pete, FL 33707.

health and professional organi

HIRES HAIRSTYLING
3427 - 11th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33713
Telephone: 323-8649

women in their 40s.

to 35 percent of women in

women report that they are

general

And yet, one in 3 women

•1 in 3 women say they are
not concerned about osteo

•Thirty-eight percent of

women responding said they
believe it is normal for women
to

be

depressed

TAKE A LOOK
Ancient Health M iracle for Modern Times
Simply NONI

Sadie Marie's
NONI Corner:
Testimonials from
people you may know —

TSS

SHIRLEYS BEAUTY
PALACE
Llzincj in tfz fats.il cdfaix

and^VaitCaxs fox

tfts £ntixs family

From not being able to see due to

glaucoma. Pressure in the eyes down

in one week. From
better every day.

l6 to 7 and getting
— Johnnie Mach

From a Size 16 dress size, to a

Size 10 in one month. —

Hurry, Hurry

From stress to high energy,

17} 7 - 1st Ave. N., St. Pete 33713
(727) 827-3951 • (727) 827-0679
SHIRLEY BROWN - Stylist/Owner
Call for Appointment • Ua/fc-lns Hefcome
Hours of Operation:
Monday 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Tuesday, Wednesday, & Thursday 2 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Friday 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Saturday 7:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. ‘
Closed Sunday

SIZZLING
STYLES

Fluid from Lupus. —

D.O.

12 Yrs. of pain, going to. pain therapy every day.

In 2 wks. pain free. —

J.B.B.

Chronic asthma, immediate relief —

D. Walker

To Find Out How to Consume This Product for FREE, Contact:
DISTRIBUTORS

THE
HOTTEST
LOOKS

MAKING
WAVES

during

menopause and consider it a
normal part of aging.

risks for certain diseases

Regent University in Virginia

Nexus — Paul Mitchell
Design Essentials — Menders
Revlon — T.C.B. — Bantu

explained tiie health effects of
the loss Of estrogen, compared

ever seek care. In a previous
survey, more than half of'

The Citizenship Project at file

grass-roots activists, she will

as likely to get breast cancer as

women with depression will

cerned and not likely to seek

because of their lifestyles.

women in their 60s are twice

ease. Yet, heart disease is the
number one killer of women
over 50.

engine for social improve

network of policy groups and

women will develop breast
cancer in their lifetime, and

ease. through proper screen
ings, preventive treatments

replaces government as the

“at-risk” women don’t know

American women. 53 percent
of African-American women
report that their doctor has not

not concerned about breast or

the country’s largest popula
tion over 65, and what’s true

been named a senior fellow for

they could have problems

•More than 40 percent of

explained her health risks.

•1 in 3 women say they are

women are unaware or uncon

Resource Bank, a nationwide

menopause, and 40 percent of •

not concerned about heart dis

and civic groups - eventually

Send your letters to:

menopause. Among

porosis and Alzheimer’s dis

become the greatest, many

Most recently dean of tiie

risks of the loss of estrogen

concerned about depression.
Studies show only 1 in 3

America in which civil society
institutions such as churches

and development. Healthy

Start recognizes this important
role, not just on Father’s Day;

•Doctors are less likely to'
explain health risks to African-

promote

and Human Services in tiie
administration of former Vir
ginia. Gov. George Allen, has

It’s important because some

mandated prenatal screening

the number one women’s

to

that, an an age when women’s

folk, Va., and Heritage’s head
quarters in Washington, D.C.
Working with Heritage’s

Publishing.

Among the other survey
findings are these:

will articulate a vision for

at-risk women that might need
the help Healthy Start offers.

OB/GYNs were evaluated on

their participation in the state-

Hops

women over 60 say they are

sion and Secretary of Health

time between offices- in Nor

Institute,

Paula Massey, executive direc
tor of the Florida Nurses Asso
ciation, which convened the
Woman Wise Alliance, said

The survey documents

questions are designed to find

Restaurant and Marketplace

Research

women over 50 will develop a

conservatism. Above aU, she

process. She will divide her

Amoco Oil Company). Ms.
Hall will be responsible for

fractures.

can dramatically reduce their
risks.

and is the cornerstone of the
Healthy Start program. The

H. Lee Moffitt Cancer &

African-American women, 1

true everywhere.”

Friendly” at its Annual Meet
ing. AU Pinellas County

James Financial, Melitta USA

and marketing techniques for
the Ecova Corporation (An

in 2 said her1 doctor has not

and lifestyle changes, women

encourage greater participation
in the will public-policy

for such clients as Dollar Rent
A Car Florida, Raymond

tive therapies and treatments.

here will, sooner or later, be

providers as “Healthy Start

creative design, layout and
large format output services

before seeking health care, if
they go at all, a new Florida

tions and interest new con
stituencies in tiie message of

or “screen” is required of all
pregnant .women in Florida,

munities and being responsible
for developing strategic sales

Clearwater, Florida, Tropicol
or provides digital imaging,

after

Cole James, chairman of the
just-concluded National Gam
bling Impact Study Commis

Pinellas County OB/GYN

Account/Marketing Executive
for Moody Aero Graphics;
director and manager of tiie
marketing department for Del
Webb’s Spruce Creek Com

Tropicolor is a wholly-

to needed screenings, preven

strengthen conservative coali

training programs designed to

owned subsidiary of FKQ
Advertising & Marketing in

broken bone or a breast lump

WASHINGTON - Kay

will write, speak and develop

keting campaigns.

Manager. Ms. Hall’s Market
ing Management experience
includes: serving as an

will wait for chest pains, a

“Florida is the nation’s labora
tory on aging issues. We have

A prenatal risk assessment

design of special sales & mar

Hall as its new Marketing

up to one-third of their spinal
bone mass in the six years after

state. This survey should serve
as a wake-up call for women
and their health care providers
across the nation,” said
women’s health expert Dr.
. Sally
Goodyear-Osborne.

tion recently honored two

the addition of Leslee Ann

has not explained the health

“Florida is a bellwether

and civic responsibility. James

marketing strategies and new
business opportunities via the

porosis. Yet, women can lose

women’s health.

School of Government at

Tropicolor’s development of

said her health care provider

of women past menopause

Kay Cole

CLEARWATER - Tropi
color, a leader in Digital PrePress & Imaging, announced

zations, created to educate
women about health risks after
50 and to advocate for access

TALLAHASSEE - Half

The Parenting Module

restoration and health promo
tion, and make referrals to

The Healthy Start Coali

Senior Fellow

Interview,

self and Your Child Under

Tropicolor Inks
New Marketing
IVfanagei--------------

Survey: Many Women Don’t
Know About Health Risks

Foundation

referrals.
Each day RCW works to

meet the needs of citizens in

two hours prior to the begin

r READ A NEWSPAPER

Kay James

module covers such key areas

covers: Understanding Your

Each day, doors will open

pre-registrants.

to include: Personal Empow

they provide our organization
with commitment and focus to

round out the event, including
CECE Wynans, Shirley
Ceasar, Beverly Crawford and

ning of the first session. On
site registration will open at
10:00 am. on Thursday. The

Growth

Self Esteem, Taking Responsi

Bynum and Co-Pastors Suae
Owens and Darlene Bishop.
Special musical guests will

control over,” said Bishop

and

education

held at 9 and 11 am. In addi
tion to Bishop Jakes, speakers
will include Prophetess Juanita

1993. This motivating plea for
healing of the female heart has

women around the globe in

Leslee Hall

day sessions will occur at 9

every stripe have harbored
shame and guilt about things
they have endured and had no

economic stability through
counseling

on Thursday, July 29 with an
evening session at 7 pm. Fri

Brenda Ellis.

Named Heritage
The

The Woman, Thou Art

prisons around the country,

shelters will be special, guests

program are provided through

services to assist in the

deepest woes will be found in
His Love.”

Loosed! conference will begin

of tiie fastest growing churches

evangelist brought the Wbrnan,
highest risk of being depen
TTiom Art Loosed! conference
dent on the community. Per
to Atlanta last year after the
sonal support counseling and
. conference outgrew facilities
group/individual training are
in other arenas around the
an integral part of RCW’s ser
country.
vices. The three main compo
More than 52,000 women
nents of the RCW six weeks

age them to lift their burdens

attend. For the fourth year;
Bishop Jakes will beam tiie
evening meetings into hun
dreds of women’s and men’s

dred women from Atlanta area

name, and’ resonated with

ing by satellite, that wailing

to God. The solutions of their

Bishop Jakes pastors one

mushrooming audience of

and those who will be watch

tackles tough women’s issues,
including relationships, sexual

allowing tens of thousands of

boundless demographics. This
high-profile African American

in Jerusalem, and I want to
share with the ladies in Atlanta,

women win! I want to encour

And the ministry is-not
confined to those who can

20 foreign countries, including

spent time at the Wailing Wall

runs through August 1, The
hard-hitting musical drama

abuse, and more.

international guests from some

best-selling book by the same

classes...Caieer Development,
Personal Growth and Parent

cy, emotional strength, and

istry to secure overflow space
at the adjacent World Congress

as one of the top five meetings

messages of empowerment

Women neighborhood con

75,000, prompting the min

personalities, and high profile
figures-victors and victims. -

figure, a Christian “Renais
sance man, “ sending bold

at 1111 18th Avenue South is
the Resource Center for

at the Atlanta Civic Center just
prior to the conference, and.

T.D. Jakes’ fourth annual
WomanfThou Art Loosed!' Center. The conference audi
ence will include about 3,000
Conference at the Georgia

- and has emerged as a world

ST. PETERSBURG-The
Enoch D. Davis Center located

which debuts in Chicago July
20-25, opens July 27 in Atlanta

Johnnie Mach — 896-7557 • Sadie Martin — 327-5008
Elaine Hopkins — 327-5992 • Veronica Allen — 327-8554
USilnyiny cdkofis, cdlsahtk & cdfsafing to the. (Yl/oxH
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Alexander Family Celebrates
Their HHIBHH|
Family Re
union
H

Celebrate
The
Anniversary
Of The First
Moon Walk

SJjjjlI

TAMPA
TAMPA - During
During the
the first
first
weekend in July, the Alexan

der family celebrated their
femily reunion that consisted

ST. PETERSBURG -

of a host of activities for every

Apollo 11 astronauts Neil A.

one to enjoy.

Family members traveled
far and near to once again, get
acquainted, share family mem
ories and to give all of the

younger generation an oppor
tunity to see new their cousins,

aunts, uncles that they had

Armstrong and ‘Buzz’Aldrin,

Run The Bases: Runners,

tional $10 processing fee to

take note. The Devil Rays, the

each overdue patron. When

West Florida Y Runners Gub

Pasco County Libraries hired

and the city of St Petersbuig
will host the first ever Rays
Run 5k on September 12. The

July 20, 1969. The Science
Center of Pinellas County cel

the same collection agency in
1997, $300,000 in overdue

ebrates the 30th anniversary of

materials were returned in the
first year. Contact 727-5513364.

never met before now.
The oldest of the family

race will start at 8:30 a.m. from
the Trap. The 5k route will
lead runners down Baseball

was Katherine Johnson who
was 90 years old and the sec

Boulevard to Florida Power

Snake Today? See and touch

Park/Home of A1 Lang Field

snakes, lizards, turtles and alli

and back, finishing in Center
Held. For non-runners, a one

gators in a really cool wildlife

ond oldest was Fannie Haynes,
84.
Many awards were given
out for special achievements, a

special banquet was held and
church service at Bethel AME
in Sulfur Springs, FL

A few of the family mem. bers responsible for hosting

and organizing this year’s fem
ily reunion were: Emory C.
Haynes, James Alexander,

Alma

Solomon,

7

Morris,

Devora

Valeria

Gark,

show this weekend at the

mile walk will wind around

Great Explorations Museum at

Tropicana Held beginning at 8

The Her. Naturalist and educa

am. Participants will receive a
t-shirt and ticket to that after

tor Doug Scull will appear
with his slithery and scaly

noon’s game against the Oak
land A’s; the top 100 men’s and

friends on Saturday at 11 am.
land 3 p.m.; and on Sunday at

women’s finishers receive

noon, 2:30 and 4 pm. For

Rays baseball caps; and the
Rays will host an incredible

admission information contact
727-821-8992,

post race party inside the Trop.
For registration 1-888FAN-

garage or yard sale this sum

RAYS or www.devilray.com.

Theresa and Bernard Gark ,

Have You Hugged Your

Please

Return Those

Johnnie Morris and Jomesha

1 Overdue Books: Did you

Boman.

1 know that delinquent accounts
I total $107,000 for this year

1 alone? Those overdue books,
' CDs, videos and other materi’ als are adding up at St Peters* burg’s six libraries. Beginning

Yard Sales: Planning a

mer? Here’s a clarification of
fee city’s regulations: Three
garage sales (of up to three
days each) are allowed per
year at any one residence.
Sales must be held during day

light hours and no closer than

90 days apart. One sign no

larger than four square feet is
allowed on fee property, and
’ traded with a collection signs should be displayed rally
agency to help recover fees during fee hours of fee sale.
’and
materials.
Overdue Questions or complaints? Call
accounts of $25 or more will Codes Compliance at 727be turned over to the collection 893-7373.
agency, resulting in an addi

this month, the city has con-

NEWS
DEADLINE IS
4 PM
MONDAY

St. Petersburg Times
Staffers Win National And
State Journalism Award

ST. PETERSBURG - St
Petersburg
Times news

St. Pete General
Celebrates 30th Birthday
With Community Health

35. There were 400 entries in
this year’s contest.

fee Tampa Bay area.
Hist place design award

staffers recently won a host of
David Adams, 38, won fee
journalism honors, including prized Paul Hansell Award
the prestigious Livingston presented each year to a Hori

went to Kelly Smith for page
one design and to Audra Buck
and David Williams for page
design. The page-one layouts

Focused on involving the
community in its 30th birthday

included fee Sept. 12, 1998

Award for young journalists

da journalist for overall excel

and a state award given annu
ally for fee best reporting in

lence in reporting and writing

ST. PETERESBURG

birthday cake...large enough to
serve everyone. “There’ll be

edge. It will be held on fee hos
pital grounds. The CEO

music along wife the entertain

stressed feat Rodeo partici

Jr., stepped on fee Moon on

fee first Moon walk on Satur

day, July 17th, beginning at
4pm. General admission is
free.
NASA has loaned the Sci
ence Center a Moon Rock and
a Meteorite to be exhibited at

this event
Festivities include laser
shows, planetarium shows,
telescope viewing, educational
displays. Lunar lectures, film

of fee Apollo 1-1 mission, live
music from the A1 Downing

Jazz Band and concessions.
The Kids’ Laser Show
runs at 5pm and 8pm. The
Jimmy Buffett Laser Show
plays at 6pm and 9pm. Plane

tarium presentations will be
offered at 4:30, 5:30, 6:30,
8:30 and 9:30pm.

The public is invited to
enjoy free telescope viewing
beginning at dusk.

The A1 Downing Jazz
Band will play from 7pm until
9pm (free).

Professor Daryl Schrader
will give a free astronomy pre
sentation about fee Moon.
The Science Center is

located at 7701 22nd Avenue
North, St Petersbuig. For
more information, call 3840027.

Business
Development
Center Training
ST. PETERSBURG Schedule of business train
ing/counseling offered for fee
week of July 19-23, 1999.
Unless otherwise noted, all
training/counseling will be

held at fee St Petersbuig Busi

celebration, St Petersbuig

ment,” assured Freidrich. “We

General Hospital will be fee

can’t have a cake without fee

pants must bring their own
bicycles arid be accompanied

birthday song.”

by an adult. He explained that

ness Development Center,
located at 1045 16th Street

fee first quaified 100 to register

South, St Petersburg, FL

tration. For more informatic

and to register call 727-892
9686.

Researching
Busines
Opportunities wife fee Gov
eminent workshop, Wednes

day, July 21,2:00 to 5:00 pm
provided by Largo Electron!
Commerce Resource Centei

by fee FSNE. Adams, a British
Horida. hi addition, fee Tswes citizen based in Miami, was

page on fee Starr Report and
fee Nov. 4,1998page on Hori

site for a community Health
Fair and Block party Saturday,
July 31st. The event, which

cle, Face painting, a balloon

wil receive free bicycle hel

Loan Counseling session,

dominated fee awards at this

da election results.

will include free back-to-

making magician, a yo-yo

Tuesday, July 20, 9:00 am. -

How to Start A Busines

Photographers
Tony
Lopez and Jonathan Newton

school sports physicals and a
bicycle rodeo for six through

‘wizard,” and keepsake photos

mets. “There’ll also be a shin
ing new bike for two lucky

11:00 am, provided by Mer

wife. “Darth Vadar,” will keep

winners of our prize draw

cantile Bank. For more infor

workshop, Thursday, July 22
11:00 am. to 1:00 pm. provid

won first-place awards in news
and sports photography cate

10-year olds, will run from

fee event swinging along. But

ings,” revealed Freidrich.

mation and to register call 727-

ed by USF Small Busines

10:00 am. to 2:00 p.m on fee

fee real stars of fee show, he

gories, respectively.
Second place awards went

hospital’s parking grounds at
6500 38th Avenue North in St

said, will be children and fee

Bicycle safety checks and
maintenance clinics along wife

893-7146.

Development Center. Fo:
more information or to registei

free health and safety clinics

EMS

to fee staff in explanatory

Petersbuig.

and screenings for people of

honored for his mastery of a

year’s Horida Society of wide range of topics including

Newspaper Editors conven his coverage of Cuba, Colom
tion, taking five places and 12 bia and Hurricane Mitch,
awards overall.
Jo Becker, 32 won fee

Which killed an estimated
9,000 people throughout Cen

1998 Livingston Award for her tral America. He received a
coverage of Pasco County $500 check and a plaque
government and politics. She named in honor of Hansel, a
was one of three young jour former longtime Horida
nalists honored nationally wife bureau chief for fee Associated
a $10,000 prize at a luncheon Press. Times reporters have

reporting for a series of stories

According to Dan Frei

on- fee Rev. Henry J. Lyons
and fee National Baptist Con

drich, fee hospital’s president

Freidrich explained that

and CEO, food, refreshments,

fee children’s Bicycle Rodeo is
a certification courses for six

vention; Anne Hull in feature

and entertainment will be

reception in New York City on won fee award in four of fee
June 8. She received fee award last six years..

writing; Jim Melvin and Don

included in fee festivities.
Dessert, he said, will be a giant

Also in fee FSNE compe

Scott Keeler in feature photog

in fee local reporting category,

Morris in page design; and
raphy.

and international reporting. line reporting for “Deadly

Thomas French in feature

Becker covered Pasco County Rampage” after Hank Earl
government until January, Carr killed his girlfriend’s son,
when she began working in three police officers and then

writing; Jody McMaster in

himself during a 10-hour peri-

The Livingston awards, od. Several dozen reporters,
fee nation’s largest general editors, photographers and
reporting journalism prizes, news
researchers
were
involved
in
fee
coverage
of
fee
are sponsored by fee Mollie
Pamis Livingston Foundation May 19, 1998 events. It was
of New York and have been fee worst day for law enforce
awarded annually since 1981 ment deaths in fee history of

Third place winners were

Sass a colleague,
Risk a loss;
He may wind up
As your next

awarded honorable mentions
to Eric Deggans for criticism
arid to Howard Troxler for col
umn writing.
Wife 12 awards, fee Times'

took more honors than any

other large newspaper in fee

state.

boss.
—Warren Buffet

Gourmet Foods, Inc.

"Mr. Mike or Mrs. Mike"

Phone: 1-727-520-1888
Pager:

Fax:

highlight St. Petersburg Gener

am. to 7:00 pm. provided by
Consumer Credit Counseling
Service. For more information

Business Counseling ses
sions. Friday, July 23, 199S
10:00 am. to 2:00 pm. provid

come and benefit from fee

and to register call (727-5850099.

ed by Service Corps, oi
Retired Executives (SCORE),

ongoing clinics, free informa
tion and abundance of useful

SBA Programs and Ser
vices workshop, Tuesday, July

register call 727-893-9686.

tests riders’ skills and knowl

gifts, he added.

20,6:00-7:00p.m. provided by

sage...keep safe, stay healthy.
“We encourage everyone to

" Our hope for creative living...lies in our ability to reestab
lish the moral ends of our lives in personal character and
socialjustice."

i

ALL SHOES

1

1

FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY!!

Even Leather!
Brand new arrival of Summer Sandals!
Trucks arriving daily!

ScutdaOMaa.

I

SHOE
FACTORY

>.

NINE WEST

The cost to all of fee above

business opportunities is free.

I

I

REEbok

For more information and to

READ A NEWSPAPER
EVERY DAY

-Martin Luther King, Jr.

Mon.-Sat. 8:30-9
Sun. 11-6

1-727-402-3333,

1-727-520-8765

call 727-893-9686.

50,000 PAIRS OF SHOES IN STOCK

6553.46th St. N., Suite 905
Pinellas Park, FL 33781

9BS

demonstrations will

al Hospital’s ongoing mes-

through 10-years olds which

headline writing; and John Hill
in editorials. The judges also

to journalists under fee age of

Mr. Mike's

every age.

Financial Counseling ses

For more information and t<
register call 727-893-7146.

sion, Tuesday, July 20 10:00

US Small Business Adminis

while fee other two winners tition, fee newspaper’s staff
were recognized for national took first place in daily dead

fee Times Tallahassee bureau,

A children’s Reading Cir

1

& many more...

1

I
I

ST. PETERSBURG
6754 22nd Avenue N.
727-344-0999

Shear Essence
TOTAL HAIR CARE
Extension Weaving and Braiding

328-7189
328-7289
3425 22nd AVENUE SOUTH
ST. PETERSBURG, FL 33711
TUES.-THURS. 9 AM-10 PM
’ FRI. 9 AM-9 PM • SAT. 7 AM-8 PM

1

i
I
1

i

I
i
i
1

- WALK-INS WELCOME -

AND

(Across from Tyrone Square Mall)

i

i

i
I

■

TAMPA
1216 E. Fowler Ave.
813-979-0999

0
I

1
1
I

Limited Quantity on Some Styles & Brands
0

(727) 419-1509
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North Central Florida
Church in 1946.

|Ocala^3?^S|
■News

Society In
Ocala

Rev. J. G Wise’s short stint

of eighteen months was instru

mental in getting the first par
sonage built on the church

grounds.
The present mission began

Church. Under this present
administration, many changes

Greater Hopewell
Church History
Today, as we celebrate the
ninety-third anniversary of this

church family, we give thanks
to God for his many blessings.

and accomplishments have

been made. We are steadily
growing with the Lord’s bless

women who made contribu

tions to this mission. These
outstanding women were Mrs.
Molly Harris, the first presi

In the year 1906 circum

dent of missionary society at

stances created dissension
within the Mother church, Mt.

Hopewell in 1908, Pauline

Moriah Baptist Church which
led our forefather and a few
members to establish another
place of worship. Under the
leadership of Dr.. D. Brown
and God’s intervention, they
succeeded. The church was

Howard, Isabell Ladson, Dollie Williams, Annie Creech

and Kelly Smith.
During these trying times
baptisms were held at Taylor’s;
Pond, now known as Tuscaw

illa Park. There were many

first housed in Odd Fellowship

more great leaders involved in
the development of this mis

Hall on Broadway Street, then

sion. God blessed us and in

years later they moved to
Booker Hall on Havana Street

1942, the Rev. J.E. McCray’s

deeded the church its first plot

leadership began. Under his
guidance, Hopewell grew spir
itually and financially. Our

of ground for the first real

deacons were strong, diligent

Deacon

W.D.

Ladson

structure. Rev. James Roberts

men and the trustees were men

was the first pastor to give

of character, mindful of their

structure and shape to the fam

duties to financial condition in

ily. Rev. J.R. Blackwell united

and for the church. We were
blessed with, a new structure;

the church family with the

Second Bethlehem Baptist

Association, in 1909.

and as we grew, our name
changed from Hopewell to

Let us not forge t the Greater Hopewell

ings. A few years ago the
church was remodeled, a

property is a two-story house

eliminates a lot of the attribut

magazines such as Ebony, Jet,
Black Enterprise and other

on two lots.

es that goes with violence and

positive publications. They are

Harambe Celebration

immorality.
The public is invited to
Harambee Celebration on

also in need of volunteers to
tutor in Mathmatics and Eng
lish. For more information call

The

County

Thursday, July 15, 1999 at

Narvella at 368-9622.

Achievers

6:30 pan. at Howard Middle

Mrs. Thelma Parker, an

Summer Program exceeded its

School Cafeteria located on

outstanding, retired educator

summer enrollment goal of

N.W. Martin Luther King, Jr.

ter on July 24, 1999 from
11:30 to 5 pjn. The cost is
$1.00 for adults and .50 for

and dedicated community

forty when they received

other classrooms were added.

worker, recently donated the

eighty applications. According

Other changes have also taken

place as a result of retirements
and appointments. These
include one Assistant to pastor,
Rev. Richard Howard and
Associate to pastor, Minister

bumper pool, ping pong, foosball, basketball, tennis, arts and

family home on N.W Silver
Springs Place to MAD DADS
of Greater Ocala, Inc. The
home is to be used in whatev
er way it would best benefit the

13th; Ronald Wallace Jones,

to Narvella Haynes Program
Coordinator, youth had to be

accepting applications for
After School MTOMBA Vil

Sr., July 14th; William Vernon,

turned away. Having to say‘T
am sorry we are filled to par

lage to be held at Howard

ents and our youth is the most

tions are being accepted for

Middle School. Also applica

Sr. and Carl Harold Vereen,
July 17th; Gib Patterson, July
18th; Ethel Mae Nelson, July
19th KeLaura Reynolds, July

um and with God’s guidance,
as in the past, we will arrive
into the twenty-first century -

Blessed!

Many thanks to Sis: Helen
W. Jones and her advisors,

Dea. Jerome Brown and Bro.
Eugene Swift, Sr. for a job well
done. Also the rest of her com
mittee, May God bless and
keep all of you in His care, Sis.
Margaret Smith holds the
longest membership at Greater

Hopewell with 73 years.

Baptist

Whole

requiring an employer to pro
vide black faces in order to fill

99C

feeling bred of quotas.

for Rolls-Royce (and the

a quota is unfair both to

youngest black PhD in Eng
land) is a NMC participant He

employers and employees.

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi,
Mountain Dew, Pepsi One

is also expected to be the first

Productivity is being put at
risk, as is the self-esteem and

12 Pk. 12 Oz. Cans

graduate of the program to

potential for personal growth

actually become a mentor
himself. He is so pleased with

for those being “helped.”

what the NMC did for him that
he is hoping to establish a sim
ilar program in his native

Somalia.

Affirmative action in the

Thankfully, mentoring is
catching on here in the United
States.

Sirloin

Tip

Sweet, Juicy

Peaches

Custom Cut Free
Buy One, Get One

2 Liter Non-Returnable’
MVP

and gain valuable work experi

GAINESVILLE RESIDENTS:
Send your news items to:
The Tri-County Challenger
2500 9th St. S.
St. Petersburg, FL 33704

Price Without MVP Card $1.29 Lb.

ssm.
Value Pack

Boneless
Top Sirloin
Steaks

BONUS
BUY
“*»LPRWE<
WKMWt),

$2.99

Reg. $4.79

14-16 Ounce

Buy One, Get One

Assorted

FREE

Ball Park
Meat Franks

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi,
Mountain Dew, Pepsi One

Regular $2.69 Each

6 Pk. 24 Oz.

munity, make career decisions

England does not have the
extensive affirmative action

now

is

success into the next millenni

NMC has delivered. The
first black production manager

police and industry.

Happy Birthday greetings
go out to Rosa Patterson, July

power of God toward great

ly closed fields. Correcting a

include banks, law firms, the

Happy Birthday

ministiy is moving with the

past injustice is admirable, but

expanded to top-rate universi
ties like Oxford. Employers
now working with tiie NMC

Avenue, Ocala.
The program

**********

Raymond Green. The music

and experienced minorities.

National Mentoring Consor
tium (NMC) in 1994, and has

ed that respect and love is the

Marion County YMCA.
The program is in need of

20th

success. It truly helps minori
ties in schools and the work
place without creating the hard

ence. The program was so pro
ductive that it became the

Black

This is a great opportunity
for parents to spend quality
time with their children and
enjoy gameroom fun, pool,

vide jobs for blacks in former

ships in the professional com

YMCA

Marion

teens.

actively looking for interested

black students create relation

Black Achievers

The location is 701 N£.
Sanchez Avenue, Ocala.
**i|i*t*i*i*i*:**i*i*E*i*t*

is proving to be a smashing

versity of East London to help

******♦♦»♦

crafts, movies and more.

Family Fun Day will be
held at Tuscawilla Youth Cen

United States is meant to pro

mentoring program at tiie Uni

tions may be picked up at
Howard Middle School or the

road map to success which

as its American counterparts, is

1992, Mr. McLean began a

Marion County from grades

choice for suggested use. The

Mentoring, on the other hand,

the highest ranking college
administrator in England. In

through 12th grades. Applica

1st through 11th. They are

mative action doesn’t work.

of meeting Norman McLean,

reached youths throughout

taught and constantly remind

community. The police force,
which is currently experienc
ing tiie same racial problems

I recently had the pleasure

directed the proper transfer of
deed. Further discussion will

multi-purpose room and a few

For Our Children's Future,
Replace Affirmative Action
by David Almasi
WASHINGTON - Affir

Family Fun Day

The Summer Program

Saturday Youth Achievers.
This program will include 8th

be held on how the property

by
Florence Williams Ray

W. Lee was called to pastor
Greater Hopewell Baptist

disheartening part of my job.”

will be utilized. The MOM’s
Division has been given first

in 1966 when the Rev. George

■ by James Thorpe

agency.
The Board of Directors has

.13.25 Ounce

2/$5.00

Assorted

Ruffles

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi,
Mountain Dew

$2.99 Each Without MVP Card

5 Lb.

Buy One, Get One

Food Lion
Sugar

14.5-17 Ounce Assorted
13-16 Oz. Assorted

Cap'n Crunch
Cereals

programs that exist here in the
United States. The consortium,

Nabisco
Chips Ahoy!

Price Without MVP Card $2.99

12 Pack Cans
Assorted

however, has given blacks not

only the foot in the door that
American affirmative action
does but also an educational

and professional experience
safety net that affirmative

Ofl:

REWARD'

6.75 Ounce
Assorted

HOMICIDE

Squeezit

a CALL 732-9111

Roberta

action does not NMC place
ment works like an internship,

and English companies are

eager to recruit from the black

Limit 2
Price Without MVP Card $1.89

Joli Tour Cruises, Inc.
At the Business Center
3300 S.W. 34th Ave. • Suite 160 #2 • Ocala, FL 34474
Licensed & Bonded "Cruise With the Experts"
(800) 224-3302

CRUISE VACATIONS on SALE
Fall Holiday
Best Prices Now!

All Major Cruise Lines
Fundraisers Available
(352) 237-2881

$2.99 Each Without MVP Card

Moil Stores

Price Without MVP Card $1.50

Prices in this ad" effective

OPEN M, HOURS
V/s/f our web site at www.foodlion.com

Price Without MVP Card 2/S5nn

All Stores Accept

ATM

We reserve the right to
limit quantities.

CARDS

We fa’f think ft’s funny fa waste ffoe or w®ney.

TM

"

.
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North Central Florida
Stanley Ttirrentine—The Man Behind The
Music------------------------------------------- ----------

making music for the people

one who has the nerve to ask
Stanley Turrentine if he has

first, he was the first artist ever

ended with a social for the
youth.
Next event will be the

Girls’ Qubs, Inc. with Boy’s
Auxiliary have just returned
from their 91st Session which
was held in Ft Lauderdale,
Florida. It is sponsored by the
Northwest Federated Club of

Ft. Lauderdale. Mrs. Theodora

titled 77re Loofc ofLove.- Late,

man has been laying down for

on CTI, he worked with a

panying the proud parents to

four decades running. In his

young arranger named Bob

this glorious service were his

own way, Turrentine invented
“Sugar” in the form of one of

James on the album Don't

North Bioward Gub of Pom
pano Beach, Florida, Dr Fan
nie Grisham, President
The Sessions were held in

on October 9,1999 at the most
wonderful Prince Hall Grand
Lodge Masonic Building (cor

arid excelled in this session.

located off 1-4 and the Florida

members as1 we are stressing

young ladies and young men
from all over the United States

“1999, the Year of the Youth
Ushering in the 21st Century.”

of America.
The To-Days Youth of our

Ocala was represented by
three State officers, Lois B.

organization took over Tues
day, June 29, culminating with

Miller,

a Talent Show in the evening

Brady, of Summerfield just

Rev. John Brady is the

returned from a 3-week vaca
tion in New York and Pennsyl

proud husband of Deaconess
Alberta (Jones) Brady. He is

vania. The parents of 10 chil
dren, they had a wonderful

the father of four wonderful
children, as well as two step

Jones.
Upon speaking with
George and Bessie Brady
about their vacation you could

visit with their family and

daughters. He is currently
enrolled at the American Bap

And though they love all of

tist Theological

Seminary

their children equally, to see

(Nashville, Tennessee Exten
sion) which is located at the

their son march forward in the

jazz’s few lasting standards
from the 70s. But that’s mere
granule of his legacy, which

track of which was a cover of

Marvin Gaye’s cue from the
film score of Trouble Man.

continues in smooth honeyed

Ten years later when he

tones on his latest album, Do

You Have Any Sugar, his first

returned to Blue Note, Turren
tine recorded an entire LP of

for Concord Vista.

Stevie Wonder material titled

friends in Medina, N.Y

The project is a seamless

Wonderland, with a guest

But the highlight of their

synthesis of traditional grooves

appearance form Wonder him
self on “Boogie On Raggae
Woman.” •

visit was to attend the Installa

John F. Brady Was bom July 4,

the years'. The constant thread

Therefore, the 11-song Do
You Have Any Sugar is just a

is his ever-cool, ever-tasteful

few more miles down a path

ciate minister of the Triedstone

tenor saxophone sound-as

that’s been paved in hipness

Baptist Church in Rankin, PA

engaging, melodic and subtly

from the gate. “I’m really
pleased with this album, he

contemporary has always been
an integral part of Turrentine’s
concept. Always conscious of

tion Service of their 4th child,
the Rev. John F. Brady. Rev.

Bessie Wilson and Deloris

feel their joy as they spoke of

their visit with their children.

service of our Lord was some

Ebenezer Baptist Church of

thing that really touched their

Pittsburgh. PA He is a parttime student at Greater Works
Outreach Ministiy in Mon

hearts. Being strong and faith

sing God’s praises.

states with pride. ‘There’s all

Jesus Christ as hrs personal
savior in 1992. He began his

roeville, PA
Being a true man of God,
Rev. Brady believes in pastoring God’s people through

sorts of flavors and moods.”

ministiy in 1993 and acknowl

preaching and teaching the

1953. He is currently an asso

Rev. Brady accepted the Lord

ful Christians themselves, this

gave them another reason to

READ A
NEWSPAPER
EVERY DAY

DOLLAR DAYS SALE

SALE) LUVS MEGA-PACK DIAPERS
Sizs 3, 84 <3., size 4, 75t d. or size 5,68 cf.
Imrs L&tfWt
scented
usea, sAte 2f$7
■

LADIES' BASIC EDITIONS® TEES AND

SHORTS Tees in crew- and V-neck
styles; S-XL. Rea 4.99 Ea,

Hanes fees ana bike shorts, SALE $4

Turnpike.
We are soliciting youth

were

There

sisters, Loretta Lewandowski,

Deacon George and Bessie

Chairperson, this will be held

26-29. The youth prevailed

Association.

edged his cal in the preaching
ministiy in 1997-

Mess with Mister T, die title

Sarah Dutch-Ruffin,

ner of Bruten Boulevard and
Columbia),
conveniently

On Sunday, we had a lun

Installation Service

installed as the pastor of the

Shiloh Community Baptist
Church in Apollo, PA Accom

Orlando, Ms. LouAlyce Dean,
President and the Progress
Gub of Orlando, President

cheon for all the Alumni of the

1999 when he was

the Humanitarian Gub of

Mrs.

House in Ft Lauderdale June

27,

Planning Session, to be held in
Orlando, Florida sponsored by

Williams, President and the

the Northwest Federated Gub

of A Good M an Are Ordered
by the Lord”, was held June

sampled the sounds the tenor

Florida Association
Of Women Attend
91st Session In Ft.
Lauderdale
Association of Women and

whose theme was, ‘The Steps

any sugar has clearly never

swinging’ as ever. And staying

which everyone enjoyed. It all

Rosetta
Cohen
Forshee

to record with strings for the
Blue Note label on an album

touches on a variety of styles
Turrentine has mastered over

OCALA - The Florida

The Installation Service,

CONCORD, CA - Any

in a contemporary context that

Stanley Ttirrentine

holy word.

President,

SPORT UOWCUT

Louise

Tibbs, Financial Secretary, and
Marie Dixon-Jones, Treasurer.

SALE!

■

LAUNDRY

«

1

NEEDS
Era, 200-fL-oz.

liquid; Gain 67-85-use

powder; or Downy,

Wrong Moves
Can Be Deadly
With Lightning

90-fl.-oz. liquid.

FAMILY ATHLETECH* 6-PR. PKG. SOCKS
for men, ladies, boys or girls

SALE! SUPERSIZE BED PILLOW

Reg 4.79 5.79 Ea

GAINESVILLE - With
summer thunderstorms once

Among these who make

again in full swing, University

their living outdoors, farm and

of Florida researchers are
reminding those playing or

ranch workers are especially at
risk, said Carol Lehtola, agri

working outdoors to be wary
of the deadly lightning that

cultural safety specialist for

comes with them.
Staying away from wide-

Agriculture Sciences.
‘We all know that golfing

UF’s Institute of Food and

open spaces is the best light

and other sports expose you to

ning defense, researchers say,

lightning, but most people

but ducking under a large tree

don't realize that farm and

or in a sniall shelter not pro
tected from lightning makes

ranch workers are at high risk
because they do much of their

you part of the lightning rod.

work outdoors far away from

“Lightning is attracted to
the highest object in an area,
and a tree that extends beyond

TSCOTT PAPER PRODUCTS

ilm

liisue or new 8-pack paper tawds.

VHVfH BWi

PLAYTEX BOXED BRAS. Reg. 9.99-14.25

Other Playtex styles,
Reg. 14.62-19.50, SALE $12

shelter,” Lehtola said.

te/m/we

All crews of farm workers
should include at least one per

son who has training in car-

l -QT. VALVOLINE
MOTOR OIL.

diopolmonary resusitation.
Workers should also carry

10W30, 5W30 or

said Martin Uman, director of
UF’s lightning Research Cen

weather radios so they can-be

ter. ‘Isolated golf course and

alerted of stroms in plenty of

1 -qt. Valvoline Durablend
motor oil, SALE 1.99

picnic shelters that are not pro
tected from lightning also are

time.

the surrounding landscape can
become tiie target of a strike,”

IDE WELCOME YOUR
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

■
■

10W40 wts.

Limit 12

Merchandise also available at
SALE! CANNON® FAMILY BATH TOWELS

Hand towels, SALE 4/$7
Washcloths, SALE 4/$5
King size family towels, SALE 2/$9
Cannon* bath mas also
available at regular prices

While quantities last. Sorry, no rain

Minimum 200,000 availaWe chain*

SALE PRICES EFFECTIVE JULY 14THRU JULY 17,1999

©1999 Kmart® Corporation
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Childs-Davis Family Reunion

Stories from African-American Kitchens.

It S y0Ur
churn.
Homemade Ice Cream. There’s
Vanilla, Strawberry, Chocolate
Chip, Double Chocolate Chunk,
and my personal favorite...

Butter Pecan. This cool and
creamy treat is made with only

I remember the days when

the best ingredients. Real

Uncle “Shorty” would show

milkfat, pure vanilla bean

up at the house and make his

extract, and fancy roasted

delicious batch of butter pecan

pecan halves. I’m talking

ice cream. He would sit on

halves, not bits or chips.

the back stoop telling stories

It’ll help all those tall tales

of yesterday. Well, today I’m

go down much smoother.

telling those same stories with

Publix Premium Homemade

the help of Publix Premium

Ice Cream. It’s your churn.

Ml

Where shopping is a pleasure?

Pvtelfx*
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Gibbs Class Of ’59 Celebrates
40 Year Reunion
—-———

by Charies Howard

ST. PETERSBURG-The
Gibbs High Gass of 59, cele

brated their 40th class reunion I
the weekend of June 26th.
There was three days of fun
and getting reacquainted, hugs
and kisses. Everyone just
happy to see each other again |
and to share stories with each

other about their lives.
Thursday was a night open

11

Fred Johnson
Takes Community
Arts Ensemble
"Down The River
TAMPA - All aboard! fully reminds us that life is a
Fred Johnson’s stagecoach is learning journey, every experi
full and ready to take off the ence we encounter presents us
Summer ‘99 Community Arts with more knowledge. Fred
Ensemble performance of Johnson explains, “The river is

allow the beginner, as well as

“Papa Bouchet’ and the a metaphor for life. It is con
River. ” Join Fred and local cast stantly moving towards the
members as they take the stage sea, gaining more and more on

“Papa Boachet’ and the
Rhier” will run August 4-5 and

in the Tampa Bay Performing

to the public wejust met at The
Spotlight (old Topper) danced,

Arts Center’s Playhouse on
August 4-5.

and had a great time.
Friday night was the get
acquainted night for the Gass

of 59 Gladiators, the steam

“Papa Bouchet' and the
River” follows six young peo
ple through their journey to
find adventure by skipping

table was set up for us the bev
erages were served up stairs

school and heading down to
the river. Along the way, they

only. Each night got better than

bump into “Mosetta” the wil

its path.”
Since 1991, The Center
has been closely connected to

the experienced performer, a
chance to be part of the cast

and gain valuable theatrical
instruction at no cost.

admis ison is free to the public.
Tickets will be available July
21 and may be picked up at
The Center Box Office. Call

the community through the
Community Arts Ensemble.

the Education Department at

Performing Arts Center under
the direction of Fred Johnson.

duction is sponsored in part by
Laverne Forbes Memorial

222-1085 for groups of 10 or
“Papa Bouchet’ and the more.
River” is the 11th production,
The Community Arts
produced by the Tampa Bay Ensemble’s 1999 summer pro

before as the classmates con

low tree and all of her plant

In its first season, the Ensem

Fund within the Community

tinued to attend. There was a
battle going on between a male

friends who eventually intro

ble embodied less than 50 cast

Foundation, Merchants Asso

duce them to the all-knowing members. This season -there
“Papa Bouchet’.” Bouchet’1 are more than 200 local chil

and female class member to
see who could get the most

ciation of Florida, and Target

The Center and all its pro

shares hrs wisdom arid experi
ence with, fee children, which

dren and adults involved.

‘The essence of the Com

grams are sponsored in part by
the State of Florida, Depart

enhances their desire to learn

munity Arts Ensemble pro

ment of State, Division of Cul

What unfolds is a cheerful
combination of drama,- dance

gram is to offer an educational

tural Affairs and the Florida

venirs were given out to the

and artistically enriching expe

Arts Council; the Arts Coun

classmates that consisted of T-

and. music.

rience to our community, cre

cil of Hillsborough County, the
Tourist Development Coun-

dances without repeating a
person, the females won (one
more victory for females) Sou

shirt with a Gladiator on the
front, key chain, pens, pencils
and a wine glass with the
schools logo etched on it in

Following tradition, Fred

ating positive impacts on their

Johnson conveys a message in

his light-hearted script. “Papa

understanding of the art of the
ater arid Working together”

Bouchet’Mid the River” play-

says Johnson. The Communi

blue and gold: The attire was

cil/Hillsborough County; and

the City of Tampa.

ty Arts Ensemble productions

formal and semi-formal.

Coca-Cola Hosts 3Otti
Anniversary Banquet
Of Urban League

Saturday was the night of
the big event the dinner and

dance held the Holiday Inn
Sunspree. We honored former

princople and teachers Mr.
T.C. Stockton, Mrs. Lena
Brown, Mrs. P;auline Basselli,

■EM

Mr. James Bolden, Principal

Emanuel Stewart and Mr.

Charley Williams were each
given a token of oru apprecia

tion for helping us to become
the persons we’ve become.
All the members of the

class that were w in attendance
were given each an achieve
ment award. Tehodis was
gjven a trophy for being the
president for a number of years
and for a job well done;

All committee members
were given engraved keys
chains (a day to remember
GHS’ 1999) Jack Wooten,

married the longest went to
Evelyn Nixon 42 years; trav
eled fee farthest Leon Hodges,
and Joyce Gipson.

Almetha Thompson, for typ

Richard

Alice

Sunday we met at Friend

ing all pertinent information

for the class; James Wiliams

Blake, and Dorefea Satcell.
Gassmates came from as

for work above and beyond his

far as Detroit from fee east,

job as treasurer and planing

Denyer in fee Midwest, and
San Diego from fee west;

ship for church services:
Immediately following service
we journeyed to Piccadily's for
lunch and to sign year books
and say our fair wells until fee

committee member, Martha

Roberson,

number of years; Janie Wilson

member wife fee most chil
dren and that went to Alice

next time.
These were definitely days
to remember, June 24-27,

for calling everyone.

Blake; fee one having been

1999.

Cubby White was issued a tro
phy for being chairperson for a

prizes were given to fee class

Clearwater C of C Announces
Nominations For Business Of The
Year Award——- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -—
CLEARWATER- Nomi
nations are now being accept

their fields Of endeavor.
The judges select finalists

Diversified Mortgage, Sea

Wake Resorts, Spencer and
Jonatti Architects, Century 21

are

Nomination forms

available at fee Greater Gear-

ed for fee Greater Gearwater
Chamber of Commerce Small

based on work ethic, integrity,
community involvement, and

Plumlee Realty, Florida Candy

Business of fee Year Award.
Each year, fee Chamber’s

fee financial success of fee

Factory,

Shephard’s

request at 727-449-2889. For

company and awards are pre

Small Business Committee

sented in two categories: 1 to

more information on nominat
ing a Company, call 727-461-

honors small business, in fee
greater Gearwater area, feat

50 employees and 51 to 250

Lagoon Resort. Finalist are
invited’ to attend fee Cham
ber’s Annual Meeting in Janu

have successfully beaten fee
odds and have prospered in
I
I

ary 2000, wheq the winner in
each category, is announced fo

nominations is September 10,

Past recipients include

employees.

Sign-Age of Tampa Bay,
ifcma)

and

water Chamber of Commerce,
1130 Cleveland St. or by fax

0011, ext 234. Deadline for

1999.

• "Free Full Service Car Wash with Oil Change"

Must Be
Type
written

carwash)
(QUIKLUBE)
■—-—

Will

Published

National Urban League’s
Black Executive Exchange

rate external affairs, The CocaCola Company extends greet

Program (BEEP) held in

ings to, left-right, Rudplph J.

and keynote speaker at fee
Banquet and Dennis Dowdell,
BEEP Advisory Council.

Kids Books For Kids
ST. PETERSBURG-As
part of its education initiative

to assist local, schools, fee St

Petersburg Area Chamber of
Commerce has launched its
‘Kids Books for Kids’ book-

drop program in conjunction
wife several Tampa Bay area

businesses.

stores in Pinellas County now

Coca-Coca will pick up and

Citizens throughout Pinel
las County will have fee

have drums at their book drop

transport' fee books from
Albertson’s fo fhe Pinellas

opportunity to provide their
existing or new children’s
books to kids who need them
to enhance their reading. The
16 Albertson’s supermarket

destinations.

The program is underwrit

County School’s Walter Pow-

ten by Huntington Banks arid

co-sponsored by WFLA-TV

nall Center for screening and
distribution to schools on a

Newschannel 8 and Coca-

need basis.

Cola along wife Albertson’s.

What Do Superstars Dwight Gooden
& Fred McGriff Have in Common?

(813) 327-1900

i

| 1000 Tri-Foam Wax System, |

■

Under Chassis Spray &

1

Rust Inhibitor, Wheel Brite,

■

FULL SERVICE

CAR WASH

Freshener, & Wheel-Brite

Air Freshener

*24.99 ! T3.00 ! MOJO
1

1

Plus Tax • (Reg. $15.50)
Coupon EXPIRES 7/23/99

1
|

Soft Cloth Car

Wash, Vacuum

Interior, Windows
Polish Wax, III. I RA

SHINE Poly Sealant, Air

Armorall Tires, &

Car Wash"

"

i

Car Wash, Bl.TKA SHINE I

Includes Oil. Filter.

Plus Tax • (Reg. $27.99)
Coupon EXPIRES 7/23/99

vice president, Kraft Foods

220 ■ 34th Street North, St. Petersburg

"1

PLUS “Free Full Service

Not Be

Ingrid Saunders Jones, sec
ond left, vice president, corpo

©

"FRESH
THE
! WORKS!! 'N SHINE"! carwash
SAVE $3°° SAVE $250 SAVE $2°° SAVE $1“
1
Lube. Visual Inspect., -

ference, Ann Fudge, executive

as sponsor of fee 30th
Anniversary Banquet of fee

• 24-Hour Self-Service Car Wash

FULL
SERVICE OIL
CHANGE

Safety Check

Frank, chairman, BEEP Con

Hotel.

8:30 to 5:30 Monday - Saturday

30 pt. Oil Change &

Or

• We Wash Varis & Pickups Too!

DETAILING
CENTER
SINCE 1958

Atlanta at fee Hyatt Regency

fee public

• Custom Waxing & Detailing

Copy
Submitted

ATLANTA, GA - The
Coca-Cola Company served

Plus Tax • (Reg. $12.50)
Coupon EXPIRES 7/23/99

Cleaned, Dash

At all 7-ll'Sr ECKERDS, PUBLIX, KASH'N
KARRY and WINN-DIXIE Stores!

Dusted, Exterior Towel

Dried & Detailed

*8.95
Plus Tax • (Reg. $9.95)
Coupon EXPIRES 7/23/99

s

||
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Church News
New Philadelphia
Community

vickie Winans Performs
’Safe In His Arms’ On
The Jenny Jones Show

The Ministerial staff offi

Worship, and Jesus: Go Tell

28:19-20 promises to keep us

cial Board and church family

The Brethren,” Sharion R.

focused on fee mandate to Go?

invite you to worship with us
during fee 8:00 and 11:00 am

The men’s class will be taught

services and Sunday School at

Thurman is fee teacher. Trans
portation is available, call fee
church office at 327-0554 if

perform doorkeeping services.
The Reverend Edward Nesbitt

9:30 am. Dr. Doyle Thomas,
pastor of Zion Union Baptist

you have a need.
You are encouraged to

bar and Youth by Althea Hud
son. Friday’s session is from

church's future mission and
purpose in fee community.

will offer proclamation for

attend our Thursday Noon
Day Bible Study 12:00 to 1:00

7:00 -9:00 pm. and Saturday’s

Mid-Morning Worship. Spe

Church, Charlottesville, VA
will be fee speaker for both

Paul's words to Timothy are
most applicable to New

cial guest family members for
service on Sunday will be

a.m. services. The Praise
Team, Concord Choir and

pm. Currently we are studying
fee book of Revelation. Bring

pm
We invite and encourage

Philadelphia as he states,
"Godliness wife contentment

Sean and LaKeshia Patton of
Detroit, ML They are visiting

Male Ministiy Usher Board
will serve. The Adrilla Cail

writing tools and a thirst for

all members arid interested
persons to come share fee

LaKeshia's parents, Reverend

for a gospel artist and a perfect

is great again."
The spiritual emphasis

each week.
Rev. Joseph

opportunity to show fee many

throughout New Philadelphia's

women Service League will
observe their thirty ninth (39)
anniversary during fee 11:00

Director of Christian Educa

available.
July Calendar

faces of Vickie Winans in three
distinctly different album
released chi her this year. This

history has been contentment.

am. service.
Our mid-week

tion and Evangelism and fee

18fe-Adrilla Cail Women’s

Bible

Christian Education Ministry

Study (NBC) and Prayer ser
vice at 7:00 pm. are designed

are pleased to announce our
Church Growth Seminar to be

League Anniversary;
23-24 Church Growth Semi

for fee spiritual enrichment of

held July 23 & 24,1999. The

30fe- Church Business Meet-

fee entire family. The July

theme “Bold Discipleship In

ing.

study will focus on “Women

Demanding Times, ” Matthew

God has again provided

the majority of young people
are infected sexually.
In addition to performing
chi ‘The Jenny Jones show, “

accomplishment

label ventured such an ambi

concept is fee first of this kind

superstar

Vickie

Winans

episode of “Jenny Jones” fea
tured Vickie Winans giving an

Jenny Jones in calling attention emotionally charged perforto the continuing crisis of manceof “Safe In His Arms,”
MV/AEDS on the seventh which is featured on her new

annual Day of Compassion, album Live In Detroit VoL II.
June 25, 1999. The episode, The singer, known for her big
“HTV Babies Turned Teens,” hair, penchant for diamonds,
featured six teens infected with glittery drag and ubiquitous
HIV and their inspiring stories conceit performances, offers

Survival” The three albums
display fee three faces of Vick

Antioch Church
Ph # 866-3842
4601 34th Street South

second album, and her

softer side on fee final album.

money has never been a con
cern at New Philadelphia.
Such concern is cause of great
discontentment. For eight

coordinate this ministry.
Members are also remind

years, God has graciously pro
vided needs of church family.
Thanksgjving to God again for

shirts. Both 'silver* and 'pennies

1948 49th St. S. • St. Pete, FL 33707
Church: 327-8072 "

received on Sunday.

SS

St. Jokn Missionary Baptist Church
15.00 N. Pennsy] vania Avenue
Clearwater, Florida 33516
Church Phone: 443-1945 Parsonage: 446-6056
Rev. Fleming Tarver, Pastor

Sunday Services
unaay School ............................................................................................ 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ....... r ...................... . 11:00
Baptist Training Union ...........................5:00 p
Evening Worship ................................6:00 p

Wxklu Services
Bihle Class Monday, 7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bihle Study, Wednesday 7:00 p.m.

The church where everybody is somebody and Christ is all.

11:15 a.m.

7:00 PM........................................... BIBLE STUDY................................TUESDAY

6:00

p.m.

6:00 PM

Bible Study (Monday)

7:00

p.m.

................. PRAYER SERVICES

.......................... TUESDAY

7:30 PM......................... ....MASS CHOIR REHEARSAL................ THURSDAY

Join us for any of our 'sendees where you will always find
“JESUS BEING PREACHED AND TAUGHT”
p.m.

Rev. Alvin Moore, Pastor

Daily Prayer (Tu &Th)11 am.-12 p.m.

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church

“All Are Welcome” • “Bring A Friend"

2361 Seventh Avenue South

St. Petersburg, Florida

Morning Worship.......... ................*,......................................... 8:00 a.m.

Greater St. Paul
Missionary Baptist Church

9:30 am.

.......................................................... .

Sunday School

Mid-Morning Worship..............................................

11:00 a.m.

Prayer Meeting and Bible Class Wed. ........................... 7:00 p.m.

532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL
Rev. Dr. J.L Holloway

Communion is observed quarterly
the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday

Sunday School.................................. 9:30 a.m.

The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

' Evening Worship ... 6 p.m.
Baptist Training Union 5 p.m.

Meeting & Teachers Meeting
Rev. Clyde Williams

We WelcOme y°U at a" timeS~

First Baptist Institutional Church

419 - 5th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33701
Phone: 898-3838
The members would like to invite
you and your family to worship with
us. Our services are:
Tuesday Morning Prayer 9:00am
Weds.-Eamily Worship
7:00pm
Sunday School
10:00am
Sunday Morning Worship 11:15am
Sunday Evening Worship 7:00pm

1135 37th Street Sooth, St. Pete, FL
Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor
Sunday School 10 a.m.
Morning Service 11:30 am..
YPWW 5:30 p.m. Sunday
Church Service 6:30 p.m. Sunday
Night Services 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday Services 7:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting, Wednesday 7:30 .p.m
Bible Band, Thursday 7:30 p.m.

f

„ 9:30
11:00
.Youth Bible Study ....................................................... Wed. 6:30
Adult Bible Study & Prayer Service . ................Wed. 7:00

am

Morning Worship.....................................................

am
pm

pm

Rev. Curtiss L. Long, Pastor

Bethel African Methodist
Episcopal Church

Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL
Phone:

912 - 3rd Avenue North • phone: 822-2089

323-7518

Sunday Worship ................. .............. .. .10:30 a.m.
Sunday School .................................. ....................... 9:00 a.m.
Prayer Service/Bible Study ............Tues. 7:00 p.m.
Junior Church Fellowship .........;..... .Thurs. 6:00 p.m.
tutoring .................Mon. & Thurs. 5:30-6:30 p.m,

Rev. Wayne G. Thompson, Pastor

a.m.

Morning Worship - 11:00

a.m.

Come Worship With
the First Baptist family

The Rev. Harry L.
Dawkins, M. Div., Pastor

Welcome... This church opens wide the doorand in the name of Christ and Our Lord says: “COME!"
Transportation Is Available

Greater Mt. Zion African
Methodist Episcopal Church

Pastor: Elder B.O. Walker

Prayer Tower Churdr Of God In Christ

Sunday Morning Services
Sunday. School . . . . ............ . .......

3144

Sunday School - 9:30
Bible Holiness Church of God in Christ

2427 Irving Avenue South, St. Petersburg; FL
Phone: 824-2814, Pastor • 323-1290, Church

For transportation to the church, call 327-8196 or 327-2391.

........................... 11:00 a.m.

Thursday Night Prayer

New Faith
Free Methodist Church
THEME: Looking Upward, Searching Inward, Striving Onward

Rev. John Copeland.. Pastor

Tuesday Night
General Bible Study

PASTOR/PROPHET
GLENN MILLER

9:00 AM.................................... CHURCH SCHOOL.................................SUNDAY
5:00 RM............................ ..FELLOWSHIP & DINNER.................... TUESDAY

Evening Worship

Morning Worship

nar;

"A Place of Healing and ftestorafion"

2120 19th St. S., St. Pete • 896-5228

9:30 a.m.;

6:30

Radio also same time on the internet:
WWW.TANTALK.COM

New Hope Missionary
Baptist Church

Morning Worship

(Wednesday)

Harvey,

RADIO MINISTRY 4:30-5:00 PM
WTAN-1340 AM every Sunday evening Live

Tuesday Bible study 7:30
Friday service 7:30

Sunday School

Prayer & New Comers Class

knowledge. Transportation is

TAPE MINISTRY/DYNAMIC PRAISE & WORSHIP
NURSERY/FODDLER MINISTRY
AVAILABLE EVERY SERVICE
PRAYER 30 MINUTES
BEFORE EVERY SERVICE
SUNDAY 9:30 AM
"Sunday School" •
SUNDAY 11:00 AM
"Power Breakthrough Service"
"Children’s Ministry" 6-11. yrs.
SUNDAY 7:00 PM
"A Night of Prophecy"

10:30 AM................... PRAISE & WORSHIP SERVICES ........SUNDAY

Pastor: Elder. Franklin Evans

session from 9:00 a.m.-l:00

COME AS YOU ARE - NO DRESS CODE

Sunday School 9:30
Sunday Morn 11:45
Monday Prayer 6:00

Pastor Tony B.
Young, Sr.

fee women’s by Naomi Dun

1940 - 49th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL
1 -800-694-3532/(727) 343-5452
'•PROPHETIC FIRE,IS FALLING”

for progress' offerings will be

(727) Z2Z-S444

Prayer Meeting/Bible Study

knowledge, then grow wife us

by Deacon Alfred Williams,

BREAKTHROUGH MINISTRIES

rfvettcce- Sout/i
337/2

2/37 St.

Rev. Michael A. Hawkins, Pastor

Emmanuel Christian
Fellowship Inc.

ed feat Sunday is T-shirt day.
Church family will wear gold

^fSAOA cA

”

Sunday School.................................10:00 AM
Morning Worship T.....i............... . ...J 1:00 AM

Church Theme: "Rise Up And Walk"

and Evangelism Ministry will

PEOPLE OF CHRIST CHURCH

(Howard Johnson's)

..................................................Tuesday 7:30 PM

ship will take place during
Worship Service. Membership

t’s not always easy to love others, especially
when they look or think differently than we
do. Yet John the Evangelist reminds us “that *
we should believe in the name of his son Jesus
Christ and love one another, just as he has
commanded us.”

ie Winans; The sanctified

fee

meaning of church member

source of hue contentment
The self-indulgent desire for

; album comes out in October
and is ballad project entitled
“Woman To Woman: Songs of

people worldwide than any estimated that half of all new
other infection, including HTV infections in the U.S. are

home of Wyvonnia McGee.
A special presentation on

already given, for He is fee

April 20, 1999 on CD, cas
sette, and a special two-hour
live home video., The second
album, “Share the Laughter, ”
is a comedy record that comes
out this month. The final

church-woman on fee first
project, her comedic side on

surprise baby shower was
given Sean and LaKeshia at

and sufficient and not to seek
for more than what God has

stores across fee country since

of coping and living with the messages of hope and shares
disease that now kills more her laughter with the teens. It is

Edward and Jo Ann Nesbitt A

Christians are to be satisfied

first album, “Live in Detroit
VoL II” has been available in

joined television talk show

through

God's sovereign control over

tious project. The ‘Trilogy”

Grammy-nominated gospel

Sunday. Choir will provide
music ministry, and youth will

will mark another miraculous

Records. Never has a gospel

malaria and tuberculosis. This
special Day of Compassion

lead church in worship on

New Philadelphia. Thursday

Vickie Winans is making
gospel history with her new
trilogy project on CGI

WASHINGTON, D.C. -

the blessings of ensuing week.
Children and youth will

another watershed experience
in the church family life of

among people under 25, and

L-R: Vickie Winans and Jenny Jones

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church

919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712

955 - 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Rev. Charles Robinson, Pastor

Phone: 894-4311
Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.
Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.

Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m. • Sunday School 9:30 a m
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. • AU Male Bible Study Weds. 6:30 i

Prayer Meeting Weds. 7:30 p.m.

Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.
(Adult-and Youth)

A/so offering free lunch, day care,
after school care, private school.

Bible Study Mon. 6:00 p.m.
Co-ed and Adult Bible Study Thurs. 6:30 p.m.

Support Group Every Sunday 6:00 p m
Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8:30 a m )

DIAL-A-DEVOTION
Pastor Louis M.
Murphy, Sr.

(24 Hours) 822-1936 -Tape Ministry - Bus Ministry
Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393

CTfegc/mre/iwit/i a heart ,wt/ie heart of the city")
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Church News
First Baptist Honors Graduates

Moore's Chapel A.M.E.
Rev. Quintal Parker and

were honored in late June dur
ing the 11am worship service.

Graduating

Seniors

were

in fee Fall. She is pictured wife

Oshanda Kittles, daughter
of Willie and Tonya Kittles,
was fee recipient of fee Martin
Luther King Scholarship

tudes. She will be attending

McGarrah, Scholarship Chair-

Mt. Zion AME
Inspirational
Choir Celebrates
Anniversary
The Inspirational Choir of
Mt. Zion A.M.E. Church will

celebrate its anniversary wife a
concert on Sunday, July 25,
1999 at 6:00 pm.

The entire community is

invited to come put and sup
port this choir.
Contact persons are Mrs.

The Holy Ghost Church of Cod
Purchased With His Blood

monetary gifts from fee church
and fee Inspirational Book,

panied by Minister of Music
Michael Melvin. The Stew

God's Little Instructional Book
for Graduates. Jenny Rose and

ardess Board and fee Youth
Ushers will serve.

2901 Fifth Avenue S.

For

St. Petersburg. FL 33712

Bishop W.D. Holey, Pastor
SUNDAY SERVICES
Sunday School.................................................. 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship............................................. 11:30 a.m.
YPWW....................................................................... 6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship ............................................... 7:30 p.m.

portation, please contact fee
Transportation Ministry.

Moore's Chapel's Women
Growth Seminar will be held
Friday, July 16th, 6pm until

8pm and Saturday, July 17th,
7:30am until 2:30pm. Regis

Florida Memorial College in

church, please contact fee

Continental Breakfast will be

Miami, received fee Matthew

Transportation

Committee,

served Saturday, 7am. The

Prayer Service I Bible
Study, Wed., 7pm.

& Sally Falana Eaton Scholar
ship in fee amount of $1,000 in

Willie F. Bryant, 894-6067,

keynote speaker is Rev. Bessie

Robert Golden, 867-0156, or

memory of fee couple, pre
sented by their daughter,

Anthony Macon, 328-0022,

Morehead, Pastor of Mt.
Pleasant A.M.E. Church,

Friendship

Missionary

will preach fee Divine Words

of God. Church School is held

these students much success as

Baptist Church femily, under
fee leadership of Pastor John

they move on in their develop

A; Evans, Sr., invite you fo

ment of what we trust will be
influential lives.

worship wife us July 18,1999.

at 9:30am and BTU 4:30pm.
Weekly Events:
Wednesday, 12

Rev. Quinton Parker, Pastor

321-3545

3rd century

3037 Fairfield Avenue
St. Petersburg, FL
Early Morning Worship......................... 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School...................................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship..................................11:00 a.m.

Bread of Life Ministry serving

8am and 11am wife fee Dea

lunch; Noon Day Bible Study.

con Ministry leading Devotion/Prayer/Praise Service. The
Fellowship Choir, wife fee
Minister of Music, will render

Vacation Bible School,
July 12fe-16fe.

songs of praise, and fee ushers

Thursday,
7-8:45pm,
Prayer/Praise Service, Bible
Study and Youth Enrichment

will greet you. Pastor Evans

Hour.

Bible Study & Prayer

Seventh-Day
Adventist Church

801 - 6th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(813) 894-5246 / 823-1619

"The Church That’s Moving'Forward Together

CHURCH

2051 - 9th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Rev F.G. Jackson, Pastor
(813)822-2455

■ Sabbath School: 9 am

Youth Hour: 1 Hour Before
Sunset

Wednesday Youth
Fehearsal ..
. 5:30 p m

' Thursday Prayer & Church
School Study
7:30 p.m
1st & 2nd Saturdays SR
Choir Reheareal....i 1:00 a.m.

Sundays 8 AM and 11 AM Worship

ELIM Junior Academy & Day Care Center

The Church Where Christ Is The HEAD

Travelers Rest

2512 22nd Ave. S.
St. Pete, FL 35712

Rev. P.D.H. Leonard
Pastor
SUNDAY

Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:45 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.
TUESDAY

Bible Study 7:30 p.m.

PRAYER TIMES

Tuesdays, Fridays & Sundays - half an hour
before service.
Mondays & Thursdays, 7:30 p.m.
RADIO BROADCAST

Sundays 7:45 a.m.
If you would like to come to church and do not have a way,
call 327:0997.

The Church Where Everyone is Welcome

2700 - 5th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL

Reveredd L.R Davis, Pastor
Home Phone: 345-3121

Missionary Baptist Church
2183 - 22nd Avenue South
Sti Petersburg, FL 33712
Church Phone: 822-4869
Residence: 894-5094

Sunday Worship
Sunday School...........10:00 am
Morning Worship
11:30 am

The Church That Welcomes Everyone!

10th Street Church Of God

Rev. Donald
F. Browne

207 10th Street North, St. Petersburg, FL

Trinity Presbyterian Church
2830 - 22n<l Avenue South *‘ St. Petersburg, Florida 33712

Sunday School. . . . . . . . .......9:30
Morning Worship ...........’. . 11:00
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting/
Bible Study ..................7:15
Evening Worship (1st & 3rd Sunday).. 6:00

(813) 327-8560

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Rev. Chester L. James, Jr. - Pastor

9:00 AM....... .■....................... % .......

........... Prayer Time

International Headquarters, Anderson, Indiana

Faith Temple Life-Changing Ministries
950 Fifth Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33711
(727) 821 -5577 • Fax (727) 826-9740
Pastor Walter Fields

Dr. Frederick D. Terry

Church Schedule
Sunday School 10:00 AM • Sunday Worship 11:00 AM
Teacher In Action 6:00 PM
Prayer Nightly 6:00 PM
Bible Study Monday Night and Wednesday Night 7:30 PM
Evangelist Night Friday 7:30 PM
Noon Day Prayer Monday thru Friday

TZre Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor
2335 - 22nd Avenue South
P. O. Box 15935 * St. Petersburg, EL 33733

820 20th Street South

Good Samaritan Baptist Fellowship

,Emance Ministry ............................................ Janies Robinson,
,Children & Youth Ministry ........................................................................ Joyce Robinson ,
,Clerk Ministry............................................. Wyvonnia McGee |

“A Cbarcb Wtb Pasaiaa For God and Ctunpasafoa For People".

"We are the light of'trie
the world, tna
that will not be hid."

• Whplistic Ministry (Physical, Mental, and Emotional)
• Bible Based Fellowship Considering the Biblical Commands in Light of Contemporary
• Promoting the Self-Worth and Equality of All Persons

CHURCH

MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST

1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
schedule of services
Church School .................................................... 9:30 a.m.

Baptist Training Union ...... . .........5 p.m.

Wednesday Bible Study: 7:30 P.M.

' Proble ms

ST.

Morning Worship................................................... 11 a.m.

Meeting at Covenant Presbyterian Church
4201 6th Street South, St. Petersburg, Florida

Sunday Worship Service: 8:45 A.M.

Baptist Training Union.4:30 pm
Evening Worship ..........6:00 pm

Wednesday Prayer Meeting and Bible Study ..................................7:00 pm
Friday Evening — Youth Meeting .......................................................6:30 pm

Mid-Morning Worship Service................. 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School..................... 9:30 a.m.
Prayer/Praise Service (Wednesday)......7:00 p.m.

I Deacon Ministry............................................................................ .,Deacon Edward Nesbitt,

Sunday Morning Bible Class................ 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship ........10:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday ........7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship .........5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class................ 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class . . . .7:00 p.m.

Christ Gospel Church

First Mt. Pilgrim Evangelist
Missionary Baptist Church, Inc.

20th Street
Church Of
Christ
Bro. Robert Smith

Walk.

“Where strangers meet with friends and sinners find their God.”

School9:50AM *Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed)

St. Pete, FL
Home: 896-8006

ers Ministry Workshop;
5:30pm, Brotherhood Min
istry meeting Evangelistic

Friday nights at midnight.

Baptist Training Union 4:30 PM

T5ew "Philadelphia Community Church,

M.A./M.D1V., D. Min.
Pastor-Counselor

meeting.
Saturday, 9am-lpm, Ush

Sunday School 9:30 AM

Prayer Meeting: 7:30 PM
LEWIS W. EDWARDS

[child's face...the beauty of
enduring love...these are
all revelatidns of that
Spirit which created each
and every one of us. How
often do you think of
thanking God for all that
He has given you?

tution Revision Committee

Evangelical Service 7:30 p.m.

CHURCH SERVICES

You are invited to share spiritual nurturing, preaching of the Gospel and a
Christian community for everyone

WEDNESDAY

works of the Lord, espe
cially
His
creation,
mankind. The miracle of
|birth...the look of awe on a

Friday, 7-8:45pm, Consti

John; A. Evans,. Sr.

............ Sunday School
11:00 AM
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I............................Worship
12:30 PM............................................................. After Service Fellowship
• Wednesday 6:30 PM Prayer Meeting and Bible Study

Morning Worship: 11 am

How wonderful are the

Choir rehearsal

FRIDAY
■

9:30 am:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

SATURDAYS

program, please contact Amos
Leonard and Issac Grant.

African Freedom Singers
rehearsals, Saturdays.

Missionary Baptist
3300 - 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(813) 906-8300
Pastor John A. Evans, Sr.

Meeting Tuesday 7 p.m.

M.B.

Information
regarding
Moore's Chapel Faith Builders

327-0997

Friendship

. "WE ARE THE CHURCH WHERE CHRIST IS THE CENTER OF ATTRACTION"

ELIM

noon,

The Sunday worship begins at

Membership Training 5 p.m.

PEACEFUL ZION

be announced.

Friendship M.B.

Please join Pastor Thomp

Tuesday, Bible Band 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, Prayer & Worship Service 7:30 p.m.

Moore's Chapel
AME Church

Official Board meeting to

Noon Day Prayer Service,

Wed., 12 noon.

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 a.m.

Trustee Board meeting to
be announced.

Rehearsals-

Youth

Choir

Steward Board meeting to

Services I Meetings /

tration begins at 6pm Friday.

transportation

Inspirational

place your orders.

to

Reg. Bragg L Turner, Pastor*

Church School
9:30 a.m
Morning Worship .11 00 am
BTU
5 00pm
Evening Warship.. 6:00 p.m.
Tuesday Evening
Bible Class..............7:30 p.m.

be announced.

All graduates received

Edna Stevens at 327-8780 or

Ms. Jacqueline Mitchell 8677501.

Jesus' T-shirts, please see Keith
George or Nancy Harrell to

11-14. Everyone, adults and
children, are asked to please be
present and on time. For trans

1800 18th Avenue S., St; Petersburg, FL

"

Male Chorus rehearsal,
Thurs. before the 3rd and 4th
Sunday.

Geraldine Gray. At 11am, the
sermon will be delivered by
Rev. Parker. Music will be pro
vided by fee African Freedom
Singers, directed and accom

faith Memorial Missionary
Baptist Chisrch
.

Energizing wife fee Holy
Spirit for a Revolution wife

mon will be delivered by Rev.

and

Baptist in" wishing each of

wood High), Brooke Dyett

3545.

LaWanda

Gilstrap. All are attending state

son and fee members of First

Baptist Church of the Beati

Mass Choir rehearsal,
Tues. before the 1st and 2nd
Sunday.

Jackson

Beatitudes. The Alesons were

($600) from fee American

Rev. Ira Whitson, 727-8236313, Mae Jackson, 727-9068425, or fee church, 727-321-

Faith', Genesis 22:1-2, 4-10,

Bob and Beverly Aleson, rep
resenting fee Church of fee

High), Marcus Bryant (Dixie
Hollins), Talisha Byrd (Lake-

The lesson entitled 'A Test of

11am services. At 8am fee ser

Algerine Falana Dawkins.

presented a plaque of appreci
ation for continuous educa
tional support by Lillie

Oshanda Kittles. (Lakewood

rehearsal, Thurs. before the 1st
and 2nd Sundays.

presented to Kim Hayes, Paul

LaKeesha Fowler, students at

Harris (Boca Ciega).

information, please contact

vices this 3rd Sunday in July,
the 18th, during both 8am and

larger scholarship.

Clark University, Atlanta, GA,

Mose Phillip Bell in charge.

from fee American Baptist
Church of fee Beatitudes were

were previous recipients of fee

(Lakewood High) and Jennifer

for $5 on Saturday. For more

Moore's Chapel's Church fem
ily welcome you to their ser*

universities in Tallahassee and

1999 Graduates of First
Baptist Institutional Church

(ages 5-12), 5:30pm.

Church School will begin
at 9:30am wife Superintendent

Odessa, FL Registration fee
$10. Lunch will be available

Saturday evenings by 9pm.

man at First Baptist.
Sustaining scholarships

-

Evening Worship................ ...........6:30 p.m.

Prayer Meeting
Thursday ....................... . . .7 p.m.
Rev. Brian K. Brown

• Non-Sexist Participation* Youth Ministry

NATHANIEL W. TINDALL, II, PASTOR

"One week from church makes one weak. ”
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Church News
WJHG Banquet Planned Breakthrough Galilee M.B.
Ministries----Pastor/Prophet

Glenn

Miller and the Breakthrough

series. Sunday night at 7:00
Evangelist Ella Warren will be

The Youth Choir will provide

for the body of Christ feat will

the musical service under fee

colors are purple and white.

encourage, motivate, bless and
change your life. She has a

direction of Barbara Davis.
An Auxiliary Day Tea will

Vacation Bible School will
begin July 19th thru July 23rd,

powerful radio broadcast
every Sunday evening on
WTAN 1340 AM from 4:00-

be held Sunday, July 25th,

from 5:30pm to 8pm. "Go for

from 4pm-7pm. The program
will begin at 5pm wife rendi

it wife Jesus', Numbers 13:30.

4:30 pjn. reaching fee world

tions of songs, poems, skits,

Saturday morning, July 17th,

gift of healing. There have
been numerous testimonies of

for Christ.

etc., by each auxiliary of fee

at 11am.

people being healed of cancer;
ADDS, sugar diabetes, back

explosion Tuesday at 7:30 pjn
wife Pastor Glenn. Dynamic

There will be a word

curvatures, TMJ (form of lock

series entitled, “The Difference

jaw), skin diseases, etc. Come

Between fee gift of Prophecy

out and be blessed. You won’t

and Walking in fee Office of a

bers of Emmanuel Christian
Fellowship Church invite

Glenn will be ministering in

5452 or 1-800-694-3532.

and Praise wife us on Sunday,
July 18th, 9:30am. Sunday

for Deacon Daniels, as fee

Bethel AME

School, 11:15am. The Praise
Team will lead Devotion Ser
vice.
The Word of God will

His Word.
Do not be conformed to

and prepare than to look back
and regret"

been generated by the upcom
ing banquet planned for

sional District, Florida. Con

Shown making plans-Rev.
Quintin Parker, Pastor of

gresswoman Carrie Meek, of

Moore's Chapel; and Commit

This is the aim of the
WJHG (Workers Joining

August 28th at the St Pete
Bayfront Hilton.

Miami, is fee first African

tee members Keith Geoige,
Chairman, Genorice White,

Pastor Dawkins and fee
Bethel family welcome all to

Hands for God) Committee at
Moore's Chapel AML.

The speaker for the ban

from Florida since Recon

Beverly Jackson and Nancy

quet will be U.S. Rep. Carrie P.

struction.

Harrell.

join us for our church school at
9:00 aun. followed by our

William Crawly of Crown

entire congregation is encour

Auto Sales.

aged to come out and partic
ipate in fee studies.

The entire community is
invited to come out on Satur

lowship wife our church fami
ly every Sunday at 10:45am.

School,

At Traveler’s Rest, Christ is fee

Worship,

center of attraction, and fee

Prayer Team, 7pm.

Word of God is preached.
Weekly Activities:

Wednesday, July 21st,
Prayer/Praise, 7pm; bible
Study, 7:30pm.

and Deaconess Observance on
Sunday, July 18th. The theme,
'Committed to Raising fee

and make fee community

Standard for Christian Living'.

everyone to join in Worship

AN Nations Church of God By Faith
3000 - 4th Avenue $. • St. Petersburg, FL
327-5926 ♦ 327-2656

Church Services
8:00 a.m.......................... .Morning Service

9:45 a.m................................. Sunday School
..................Worship Service

5:00 p.m................................................ .B.T.U.

“The Little Church Where
Everybody Is Somebody”
GRACE FELLOWSHIP CENTER
INTERDENOMINATIONAL
4240 Central Avenue • St. Petersburg, FL 33711 • (813) 328-9412

E
L
L

GRACE

SERVICE
Sunday School
9:30 - 10:30
Morning Worship 10:30
' Evening Worship 6:30
Wed. - Pray 7:00
Bible Study 7:30

Except God build the
house they labor in
vain that build it.
Ps. 127:1

CENTER

o
w
s
H
I

P

Phone
(813) 328-9412
NURSERYAND

CHILDREN’S
CHURCH
AVAILABLE

Pastor Leonard Wilson • Phone: 536-1890

♦Monday - Boy Scouts, 6:30;

McLin Mass Choir will render

Lay Meeting, 6:30
♦Tuesday, New Members,

fee music.

6:15; Bible Study, 7:00

Join us for Vacation Bible

School, July 19-23,1999 each

♦Wednesday,

Noon

'

Day

Bible Study.

We Welcome Your Letters' to the/Editor

this world, but be transformed
by fee renewing of your mind.
Romans 12:2

Day Bible Study, 11am; Mass-

BY HIS GRACE CHRISTIAN MINISTRIES

(2nd Saturday Monthly)

............... .8 p,ro,

1121 22nd Street So., St. Petersburg, FL
Rev. Wallace Elliott, Pastor

Y2K

Weekly Activities

sage on Sunday, fee O.B.

Lord ministers to him through

When I must leave you for a little while
please do not grieve and shed wild tears and
hug your sorrow to you through the years.,
But start out bravely with a gallant smile;
And for my sake and in my name live on and
do all things the same.
Feed not your loneliness on empty days, but
fill each waking hour in useful ways, Reach
out your hand in comfort and in cheer And i
in turn will comfort you and hold you near;
And never, never be afraid to die, For I am
waiting for you in the sky

at 7:00 p.m. Pastors from
throughout fee city will be par
ticipating.

Dawkins will deliver fee mes

Church Life Classes - Sunday - 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:30 a.m.
Evening Worship - Tuesday -7:00 p.m.
Bible Study - Tuesday - 7:00 p.m.
Men, Women & Youth Ministry 4:00 p.m.

Friday Tarry Service........................ .......... *. ..8 p.m.
Saturday Sabbath School ... ...^.................... 11a.m.

Missionary Baptist Cli|irch

10:45am;

Pastor

fee same.
Continue to pray wife us

When I Must Leave You

revival, beginning each night

Stewart-Isom Memorial Christian Methodist

Episcopal Church

Walton Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712
(813) 327-0593
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m. • Morning Worship: 11:00
1820

QGENTIN J. KING, PASTOR

................. .7 p.m.
.................. 8 p.m.

First. Mt. Zion

Thursday, July lSttyMid-.

9:30am; Morning

Radio.

come from our own Pastor,
Elder Franklin Evans, Sr.

You are invited to join us
July 26-30 for a city-wide

(Howard Johnson Hotel)

...........9:30 a.m,
..,.... ,1t a.m.

Rev. Johnnie Lee Williams, Pastor

Sunday, July 18th, Sunday

vices at 10:30 on 1150 AM

WIMP

evening from 6-8:00 pjn. For
information contact fee church
at 822-2089.

4601 - 34th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL

THE FAMILY THAT
PRAYS TOGETHER
STAYS TOGETHER

F

Ministry, 11am.

coness Ministries, under fee
leadership of Deacon Willie

Business Seminar. This ven
ture is an attempt to help fee
Black Business Entrepreneur

GRACE
FELLOWSHIP
CENTRAL

The entire community is

The Deacons and Dea

day, July 17th, from 9am to
10:30am for a Community

11:00 a.m.

munity Business Seminar,
9am; Christian Education

welcome to worship and fel

Foster and Deaconess Janice
McGee, announce fee celebra
tion of fee Annual Deacons

Sunday School ,,.
Morning Worship , .,
Ntghf’Worship
Tuesday Bible Class

Worship Service at 5pm.

morning worship service at
10:30. We invite you to hear
pastor Dawkins each Sunday
during our radio outreach ser

Saturday, July 17th, Com

Come! Hear! What fee Spirit is

saying to you.
Weekly activities remain

con Nathaniel Hearn, Jr. Pastor

Meek of fee 17th Congres

Church will be in chaige of

The Pastor and the Minis

terial Staff, officers and mem

very informative.
See you at 1940 49th
Street South or call 727-343-

Church. Their excitement has

so that we might support our
own. Our first presenter will be

Deaconess will meet this

Emmanuel Christian
Fellowship Church

Prophet.” It promises to be

"Ifs better to look ahead

Wednesday night at Bible
Study on demonic forces. The

Drill Team will provide the

Revival on Thursday and Fri
day July 15th & 16th at 7:30
p.m. He will be preaching

fee 11 a.m. service on a special

Choir rehearsal, 7pm.

Your Life', and fee Galilee

welcome program. The theme
is I Corinthians 3:16, and fee

at 9:30 a., wife Minister/Dea-

New Hope Missionary Baptist

35th Street South, St Peters

Seminole Christian Church

has a Rhema word from God

Don’t miss Sunday School

aware of what's available to us,

drama ministiy entitled This is

burg, this Sunday at both ser
vices at 8am and 10:55am.

be disappointed.

Pastor Browne is begin
ning a series of lessons on

tor Jones and the Galilee
Church family, located at 505

ministering wife power. She

of knowledge. Bring the sick,
Prophet Glen has a dynamic

Travelers Rest Missionary Baptist

church. A skit will be done by

family invite you to attend our
second week of Holy Ghost

powerfully and ministering in
the gifts of fee spirit and word

American elected to Congress

You are invited to join Pas

Tape Ministry - All Services

"A Church Called To Equip and Empower
Through, the Word of Truth."

Bethel Community
Baptist Church
1045 - 16th Street S., St Pete, FL 33712
PHONE: 896-6722

a.m.
Bible Study:
Rev.. Calvin Hopkins

"To God Be The Glory'

Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church
505 - 35th Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL • 327-3186
Morning Worship................................................... 8:00 a.m
Sunday School .......
9:30 a.m
Mid-Morning Worship .................................. 11:00 am
Baptist Training Union.....................
.'.'..5:00 p'm
Bible Study/Prayer Service ..............Thursday 7:30 p.m
Couples Ministry (3rd Sunday) .............................6:00 p.m
Come join us at the Church where everyone is Welcome!

Gbuteh
2550 9th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL

Early Morning Worship................. ............... ........ .............7:00 a m
Sunday School.........................................
939 a m
Morning Worship.......:........................:...ZZZlfc50 a’m'

Services

Communion....... . ................ . ............................ 7;00 a.’m’ & 11:00 a’m’
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study

Wednesdays.................................................... ..................... ...
Rev. Joseph Gordon, Pastor-

7:30 p m

“The Church Where Everybody Is Somebodv

St. Joseph
Catholic Church

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church

2101 - 22nd Ave. S., St. Petersburg

3455 - 26th Avenue South • St Petersburg, FL 33711

(727) 327-0554

Rev. Earnest Jones, Pastor

Pleatosd tyuM/e

Rev. Manuel L. Sykes
Sunday School................8:45 a.m.
Worship Service ................ 10 a.m.
Prayer Services ....Wed., 6:30 p.m.
Bible Study......... Wed., 7:30 p.m.

Wednesday, 7:00 p.m.

Father Callist Nyambo, Pastor

Sunday Services Are At:
9 a.m. and 11 a.m. Gospel Choir

"Church of The Open Door"
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 8:00 a.m. & 11 :OO a.m.
Wed. NBC/AWANA/Bible Study/
Praise & Prayer 7:00 p.m.
Thurs. Midday Bible Study
12:00 noon - 1 :OO p.m.
Sat. Noon Day Prayer Hour
12:00 noon - 1 :OO p.m.

Mt. Zion Primitive
Baptist Church
3700 22nd Avenue S. • 321-0020
Elder Clarence L. Warren, Pastor

V. J

J

Sunday School .........9:30 a.m
Morning Worship ......11 ;oo a.m
The Church where everyone is welcome & the Spirit of Christ lives
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Lakeview Optimist Club
Showcased Youth Talents
dancing, instrumental solos

Director Mirror Lake Tomlin

ST. PETERSBURG -Last

duets, but most impressively

weekend at the Enoch Davis
\ Center, youth from the St.

their personality and charm.
On stage to perform for

son, Robert Alsen, retired;
Joanne Rainey, PCSB, Diane

Petersbuig area had an opporto display their talents
before a very large critiquing,

you were: Marchelle Albritton,

Haynes, Lou Brown Realty:
Johnny Welch, retired educa

vocal soloist singing Amazing

tor and GPA.

Grace; Angie Smith, instru

Although all of the contes

but supportive audience.

mentalist, “March In C”;

The Lakeview Optimist
Qub was responsible for tapping into the many assets of
these young performers who
very proudly greeted the spectatois that sat before them with

Susie Sennhauser, instrumen

tants were winners anti real
champions in the business of

by Allene Gammage-Ahmed
k

X
X
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A
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A

confidence and certainty.
The contestants included
all beautifully, gifted young

giris who put forth their very
best competitive efforts, skills,

talist, “A Mexican Hat
Dance”; Erwin Birdsong,

Poetry in Motion, “A Child’s
View”; Donnise Washington,
soloist, “My First Night”;
Patricia Sennhauser, instru
mentalist, “Rondingo”; Sarah
Dajani and Khana Riley, duet,
“Wre/i J&m Believe”; Ashley
Munch, instrumentalist, “My

finesse and poise to become Heart Will Go On”; Chanda
one of the three lucky winners Ford, Interpretive Dance,
to be chosen at the end of the “Callfo Prayer” and “In This

House” with a special selec
The participants played a tion from a visiting guest who
key role in spreading positive wanted to travel all the way
messages to other young boys from Orlando to participate;
\ and girls, that they are making Kameita Feacher and Aim
showcase.

"stardom’ the three chosen as
winners were: First prize of
$300.00, Chandra Ford; Sec

ond Prize of $200.00, Erwin

Birdsong and Third Prize of
$100.00, Donnise Washing

ton. Congratulations young

ladies - you are on your way to
Star Search and BET, accord
ing to Barbara Bolden, MC for
the event

The “Showcase of Stars”
was coordinated by Barbara
Anders and other members of
the Lakeview Optimist Qub.

They also made it possible for
many.of the guest to be lucky
door prize winners as well as

Breland who sang “A One In
and in their communities. Each A Million".
of them had their individual
Judges for the showcase,
story to share jn the form of tal- who had. the difficult task of
ent displayed - you should “processing by elimination”
have been there to witness it included Ernest Furblur,

event ended.
. Security was provided by
the Omari Order who focuses

Talents showcased included
songs selections, creative

on positivelysupporting youth
of the community.

a difference in their own lives

retired educator; Robert Whar-

rie, Attorney, Elliott Carr,

partakers of a delicious spread
of refreshments which were
served immediately after the

Johnson Branch Library
Friends Host Fundraiser
A

ST. PETERSBURG ft Friends of the James Weldon
ft Johnson Branch, St. Petersft buig Public Library, invite the

A
H

public to a lunch and movie
ft fundraiser at the Enoch Davis
Center, 1111- 18th Avenue

South Saturday, July 17. Ham
burgers will be served at 11:45

a.m. and a feature-length film
will be shown in the auditori

um, at 12:30 pjn. Supplies will
limit lunches to the-first 50
people.

For more information con
tact Johnson Branch Manager
Carla Levesque at 893-7113.
Proceeds from the fundraiser
will benefit free library ser
vices at the Johnson Branch.

NEWS DEADLINE IS 4 PM MONDAY

CHILL
FOR CHEAP!
MON. * TUES.
WED. ONLY!

MID PENINSULA SEAFOOD
MARKET & RESTAURANT
k

K
re

H

Black Owned &
Operated

400 - 49th St South
St, Petersburg, FL
327-03O9
32S-S3O9
Mon,-Sat, 11 AM to 9 PM
Sunday.., <Son« Fishin'
THE LOCALS BUY

RIB MASTER

1100 - 16th Street South

Contemporary African-American Gift Store
'
I

True Identity offers a variety of services and products
that some of your larger department stores offer
and much more - at better prices!

822-8700
Drive-Thru • Carry Out
Star 16

TBar-B-Q-ing Is Our
Business"

1$^

Holiday Sales Packages
Now Available
featuring

PRODUCTS
Gifts for1 your family, friends, co-workers and church family.
• Figurines and home decorations at affordable prices

> Calendars for office, home or church
■ Books - educational, Christian, children and pleasure

Framed Art at unbeatable prices to fit any decor

Much, Much More - Come see for yourself. Bring a friend.

Book Readers Club
Fashion Shows for church and community events
Custom Design Tee Shirts for reunions, church or business

Ticket Outlet for church and community events
Catalogue Service for art, books and wedding invitations

A Positive Image for our community
A Percentage of your dollars spent go back to the community

2824 - 54th Ave. S.
St. Petersburg, FL
(727) 867-4940
Albertsons Center

All Major Credit Cards Accepted

896-6789
Car Wash & Western Union
Park FREE and Get Your Car
Washed & Waxed for $24. 95

CONNIE’S

and 1996! M-F 6-10am.

BAR-B-QUE

*Greg Alexandrea - Lunch Cafe

1795 - 16th Street South
894-3258

Mon.-Fri. 10am-3pm.
* Afternoon Traffic Jam with Ivan

Take-Out Only

FOR OVER 21 YEARS

SPOTLITES

1536 - 1 6th Street So.
M/

896 - 1066

—•happy

hour*

Every Friday 5-8 p.m:

RED’S
SNAK SHAK

S-j

17.0.1 - 16th Street South
Fine Food • Quick Service • Low Prices
Open 10 30 a.m,. ’til 3 a.m.,

"Home of the Big Red Burger and the Best
Tasting, Cheapest Chicken in Town"

$ Merchandise Store
T-Shirts, Crafts &
Gift Ideas
Grocery Stores
Gas Stations.
& Much, Much More

3 BROTHERS
GROCERY & DELI

Saturday mornings
and Sunday with Heavenly

Inspirations.

Breakfast To Go

Meats and Groceries

1040 - 16th Street S outh

1600 - 18th Avenue South

F OR AOV ERTISINO CA LL

327-9792
941 E. Memorial Blvd.
Lakeland, FL
(941)-687-2278
Town Center

1605 - 18th Avenue South

magazine’s Best Urban DJ for 1995

Summers. Mon.-Fri. 3’-7pm.
*A1 B. Evenings 7 pm-12 am.

SERVICES

HOLMES PARAGON SERVICES

*Rob Simone - voted Music Forum

Ladies Fashions for work, pleasure or church
Greeting Cards for any occasion or holiday

TRIED FISH
SANDWICH

16TH STREET BUSINESS ASSOCIATION

21 Years

TRUE IDENTITY, INC,

.

WELCH ACCOUNTING
and TAX SER VICE

REQUEST LINE 864-1600
Office: 327-WRXB (9792)
1700 - 34th St. S., St. Pete, FL 33711

r

Computerized Accounting &
Bookkeeping Systems
1601 -16th St. S, • 894-0511 - 623-7910
KENNETH WELCH, Accountant, MBA
Home - 864-9720

S/trip WA The Fastest
Growing Business District In
Town

16TH STREET
BUSINESS
ASSOCIATION

16
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Gardner Family Reunion a^^mnnnrti
Held

1AMPA - 1
he Gardner
TAMPA
The
Family Reunion was held in

\

Tampa Florida recently. The

Friendship & Film-making
Come Together In 'The
Wood'------------------------------

tamlily members spent their
nights at the Sheratan East

Hotel on Hillsborough Avenue
in Tampa.
About 200 family members-of the family attended the

reunion. The banquet was held
at the Sheraton East Members

came from as far as Connecti
cut and all parts of Florida.
The oldest member of the

family was Mr. Charlie Hill
from Thomasville, GA. He is
90 years old arid he had his

wife Bessie by his side.

(L to R): Omar Epps, Richard T. Jones & Taye Diggs
HOLLYWOOD, CA -

Mike (Epps) and Slim

role in ‘The Wood’ in helping

to define fee 80s era. Culling
from what many describe as
hip-hop’s ‘golden age’-fee
period of time directly preced
ing rap-the film features semi

‘The Wood’ is based on

(Jones) never thought they’d

writer/director Rick Famuyi

see the day their man Roland

wa’svivid memories of grow
ing up in fee middle-class

(Diggs) would strut down the
aisle to get married. Neither;
apparently, did Roland, who

African-American neighbor
hood of Inglewood, CA,

which he and his boyhood pals
fondly refer to as ‘The Wood’.

The ensemble comedy, star
ring Taye Diggs, Omar Epps

ducks out just hours before fee
ceremony and turns up at fee
house of his high school
sweetheart, Tanya (Tamala

Jones). Though he adores his

nal beats and lyrics from some
of fee industry’s front runners
including Run DMC, Eric B &

Rakim, Whodini, Heavy D
and Biz Markie.

and Richard T. Jones, opens in

fiancee (Lisa Raye), Roland

The film also includes

theaters nationwide on July
16th.

sees fee impending nuptials as
a separation from his pals who

such R&B classics as ‘If This

Famuyiwa originated fee
story idea several years ago

have always been closest to

Vandrass and Cheryl Lynn and

‘Ready or Not’ from' After 7.

his

Love is not what’s scaring

announced he was getting

Roland (Diggs) from his plans
to many Lisa. It’s fee age-old

when

a

friend

of

married, and he and Famuyi

wa found themselves remi
niscing for hours about fee

good old days.

World Were Mine’ by Luther

‘guy feing’-fear of commit
ment.
Music plays a prominent

Just as art imitates life in
‘The Wood’, so too can life
imitate art. This summer, 25year-old director Rick Famuyiwa will many his long-time
USC sweetheart Glenita

Mosley.

District To Conduct Workshop
On School Sites--------- ———
Property Manager, Hillsbor

one week after fee workshop
to submit additional writtem

Administrative Centei; 901E.

mentary school sites in the

expansion of Gaither High
School for an academic acade
my lias' also been identified
immediately west of Gaither

Interested persons may
submit written comments at
fee workshop arid have up to

Brandon area from 5:00 -7:00

High School.

comments to Jill W. Lemons,

TAMPA - The School

A site for fee potential

District of Hillsborough Conty
will conduct a public informa
tion workshop on potential ele

ough County Public Schools,
Raymond 0. Shelton School

Kennedy Blvd., Tampa FL
33602-813-272-4690.

Thursday, July 15 at Mintz
Elementary

School,

WTMP’s

1510

Heather Lakes Blvd., Bran

don
The workshop is an open
house at which location maps,

From boyhood to manhood,
you can always count
on your best friends:

Anniversary Celebration

Tampa Convention Center
333 S. Franklin St.

Saturday
July 31/1999
8:00 PM

site data, and other pertinent
information is available for

public inspection. In addition,
district representatives will be

H

available to answer questions'

about potential sites.
There will also he a work

shop on Monday, July 19 from
5:00-7:00 pin. at Schwaizkpf
Elementary School, 18333

Calusa Trace Blvd., Lutz to

field comments about pro
posed school sites in northwest
Hillsborough County.
A site will be considered

Dave Hollister

Ginuwine

for a potential elementary and

CAa/itoy Savage

middle school located west of
fee Villa Rosa subdivision,

Comedy provided by Lady "T" from Miami, FL

north of Lutz-Lake Fem Road

and east of fee Suncoast

Local Talent featuring:

Expressway.

> THE

WOOD

It *4
^04. 0tvj.

lyf4ytfeA4

naMt It-

PARAMOUNT PICTURES rtrnt tuMllE FILMS montniii irauiim RONA FIDE mncmk*THE WOOD"
IAYF DIGGS OMAR EPPS RICHARD 1 JONES SEAN NELSON
MALI FINN md EMILY SCHWEBER
areBPIlAR MCCURRY SI OARRYLE JOHNSON ""R JOHN CARTER, nt
”.S ROGER FORTUNE u« MAXINE SHEPARD 53! STEVEN BERNSTEIN “OOIIGIAS ClIRTIS
SSVANTOFELER Tn ALBERT BERGER RONYERXA DAVID GALE ""R RICK FAMUYIWA«TODD BOYD
CDL?
■ 7 -j
‘nr C
"R11 iiivn
NCR intiiviiiin
FAMUYIWA ""™nr mvn
RICK ininuiiiin
FAMUYIWA JU/
minmnn la
v
RIMMuHWMiicniruim

LI

T please support
Jour newspaper by

J

3

PATRONIZING OUR

advertisers

www.th8w00dm0viB.c0m SOUNDTRACK ALBUM AVAILABLE ON JIVf RECORDS

STARTS FRIDAY JULY 16!

AMC THEATRES

TYRONE SQUARE 6
66th St. & 22nd Ave.
347-9777

pciwhmxiISimuwb

-SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT NO PASSES OR DISCOUNT
TICKETS ACCEPTED

Marcus Vance, Trey 8, and C’Rena
Come celebrate 45 years of playing your favorite hits and keeping

you informed
Tickets available at all Ticket Master Outlets or order by phone.
Call Ticket Masters at (813) 287-8844
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Big Band Gala
and hot, several kinds of the

best

wines

and

shirts with bow tie.

dessert

Hurray for Lorenzo John

napoleon - two different kinds.
Music was by Celebrity

son! He knows how to plan a

Circle Fraternity, Diva Mercia
V. Tillman, Entertainer, Ms.
Senior Florida 1996, plus a

fine comedy act.
This was a real party, also

dancing. Two of the members
were called to the podium by
Lorenzo for work with the
handicapped. Beatrice David,

84-years old, was given a
dozen dark red roses. Mis.
Beidine Cammeron, 79-years

old, was given a dozen pink

real party! Our guests were our
State Treasurer Jim Warth and

wife Cathy from Clearwater,

FL. The Roasters were Isabele
Allen, Annie Biggins, Diane
Bobrowski, Berdine Cam

meron, Robin Davis, Rose
Defiser, Lawrence Galez,
Miaroly Galvez, Velnona
Gilbert. Adolphus Gilbert,
Babra Holroyd, Lorenzo John

son, Sonny Jones, Leroy Kelp,
Bobby Keen, Ruth Linton,
diaries Looms, Carietta ‘Tat”

roses. Lorenzo described the

Ogle, Joe Rivera and Lucy,

two ladies as “go-getters.”
Their hearts were touched by

Mary Lou Wilcosen, Elis

the wonderful talk that he

White, James Warth, Jr. and
Cathy, Audie Whelay, Eliza

made for them. At the end each

beth Ganey, Louise Sor-

guest was given a gift from the
chapter The ladies wore parly

bensent, Mabie Gilbert, Otis

dresses. The men wore white

McNish, Delia Dexrell, Sandy
Jofly.

Reorganization Begins For The Spring Of Tampa Bay
TAMPATAMPA- The
The Snrinn
Spring of
of

The Tampa Bay has begun

executing a reorganization

plan to ensure the continues
improvement of the largest

domestic violence shelter on
Florida. The planned changes
will enable The Spring to keep

pace with the growing demand
for services while equipping

17

sunervisnr
supervisor wilt
will

__ i,

bring the pro

Unit: Integrating key function

grams up to the standards
required by the Department of
Corrections and for state

al areas including the crisis
hotline, the issuance of injunc

accreditation.

outreach efforts will improve
the admission process.

•Victim services: Relocat
ing the follow-up case manag

er to the outreach office will
improve access for clients and

“However; just being known is

children, but also legal assi

not enough when agencies are

also also means that domestic
violence continues to plague

contemplating accreditation or
donors are considering a gift.

tance, counseling, job ski
training and employme

management:

our community. By streamlin
ing our operations, we’ll bp
even more effective at assist-

Consolidating data coUection

ing victims while making even

The changes they’re undertak
ing will enable The Spring to
1__ „,v
w Ultl
measure the success of their
efforts, providing tangible evi-

and grant wntmg in one office
will enable the facility to com

aetter use of every dollar we

dence of their worth. You can’t

receive.

hang a number on the impor

tions for protection and certain

•Grants

the organization to achieve
national accreditation. Key

changes are being made to

to oversee programs for both

each of The Spring's critical

child and adult services will

agencies and philanthropic
organizations.

“The feet that we have

pete for much needed financial

To facilitate the cultural

support from government

and organizational changes in
the plan, The Spring has enlist

tance of a life saved, but the
tools they’re putting in place
will enable them to help more

ed the aid of Michael J. Leding
Jr. , a Tampa -based change

families effectively.”

management expert. Accord
ing to Leding, The Spring is

ago in a rented, four-bedroom
home, The Spring of Tampa

taking the right approach at the
right time.

Bay has grown into a full-ser
vice resource center for com

bating domestic violence. Not

generous

“There is no doubt that The
Spring is known throughout

investors,’ said Mabel Bexley,

Tampa Bay,” said Leding.

mission areas to improve effi

eliminate redundancy between

ciency and improve its ability

programs.

grown to the point that we

to serve families.
include:

They

•DayCare: Expanding the
facility, from three to four

must restructure is a credit to
our hardworking staff and the

•Intervention
services:
Combining offender evalua

classrooms will improve qual
ity of life for children in the

support of our partners in law

enforcement and the courts as

tions and treatment programs
under one licensed clinical

shelter.

well
Counseling

as

our

Foster Grandparents
Urgently Needed
TAMPA - Volunteers are

than $860 per month. Volun

is necessary. Training is pro

urgently needed in many Hills
borough Public Schools and

teers can earn $51 a week, tax-

vided.

free.

To find out more informa
tion or to join the program,

other locations to work with

Other benefits include

children. Fester Grandparents

travel reimbursement, paid

are senior citizens age 60 or

holidays, and paid sick and

older whose income is less

vacation leave. No experience

.

..

executive director of The
Spring. “Sadly, our growth

reduce traffic to the shelter site.
•Shelter: Creating a Fami
ly Services Manager position

•Consumer

..

c

Founded twenty-two years

TAMPA - Jennifer M.
Strickland has joined the Pain

Located on the campus of
the University of South Hori

Management Program at H

da, Moffitt Cancer Center is a

seling for domestic violem

Lee Moffitt Cancer Center &

world-renowned cancer treat

offenders. The organizatic
changes contained in the pk

Research Institute as Pain Pro
gram Clinic Pharmacist.

will prepare The Spring to coi

Strickland received her doctor
ate of pharmacy from the Uni

ment and research facility. The
only National Cancer Institute
(NCI) designated treatment

tinue its life-saving service 1
families throughout West Cei

tral Florida into the foreseeabl
future.

facility in Florida, Moffitt’s

versity of Florida and ahas just

mission is to contribute to tire

completed her specialty phar

development and cure of can

macy residency at Moffitt.

cer.

Georgia Discount:
Meat: Market:
Your Store
3100 - 5th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(727) 328-7768

Redesign your old gold and jewelry

Custom Jewell
by
Master Jeweler &
Designer of Fine Jewe

<-n , <• *. .
Charlie Akins

Repairs M’fcfejww
The Market Pi
Saturday & Sunday C
1-95 North Exjt
Row B Booth 23

p

Pager 876-3145
Jacksonville, FL

You Can Find These Products At These Locations:

Mon. - Sat. 8 AM - 9 PM

Sunday 8 AM - 6 PM

MAJOR
CREDIT CARDS
DEBIT CARD
CHECK CASHING

WE GLADLY
ACCEPT
EBT CARDS

WE DELIVER
FREE OVER
$30.00

2 slabs Baby Back Ribs • 5 lbs. Chicken Wings

Professional Hair Care Products

DESIGN!

placement. The Spring is al:
a leader in treatment and corn

only does The Spring provide
refuge for victims and their

*

contact Rhea Hurwitz or Jean
Barnes at 813-932-5228.

Moffitt Announces New
Pain Program Pharmacist

WAVE)

5 lbs. Chicken Leg Qtrs. • 5 lbs. Chicken Drumsticks
5 lbs. Ground Beef • 2 Pkgs. Hot Dogs
1 Bottle 18 oz. B.B.Q. Sauce • 1 Bag Ice

When we are lead astray,
we come face to face with dis

Carla's Hair Affair

Artistic Hair Fashion

Creative-N-style

321-6802

321-4840

321-9322

graces.
Unfortunately, to have an
affair is only a sign of an

Yogi's Hair Studio

unhealthy mind.
Sin is belittling and leads to
sadness and death, but mental

adjustment of our tempera
tures is the birth of happiness.

328-1900

Angela's Hair Safari
323-4840
C & C Hair Design
447-3090

A-Queen Beauty
Salon
327-5241

for

$2599

FREE 6-Pack Beer

Center Stage Unisex Salon
327-4074

Helen's Beauty Salon

Chicken

Chicken

Chicken

Drumsticks

Leg Qtrs.

Wings

Buy 5 lbs.

Buy 5 lbs.

Buy 5 lbs.

327-5182

Robert's Hair Salon

Get 5 lbs.

Get 5 lbs.

Get 5 lbs.

Emerald City

FREE

FREE

FREE

866-7070

447-4548

$4.99

$2.99

$6.99

5 lbs.
End Cut
Pork
Chops
$4.99

Collard
Greens
Bunch or

Bag

$1.99

1 ft t
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of Jamestown where his femily

is recognized as pillars of the

t. Pete

■

services entrusted to Cunning

Carolyn Williams and Betty

ham Funeral Home, Ocala, FL

Jean

er-in-law, Ethel English; 16

MOORE-WILLIAMS,

Frances - departed this life

grand; a host of sisters and

brothers-in-laws. aunts, uncles
cousins and friends. Funeral ser

her memories five daughters,

vices entrusted to Summers

Rosa

Freddie Mae Williams,

Funeral Home, Ocala, FL

Lee Carter, Julia Mae Washing

ton,

Ruth

Annie

one son, Willie Lee Moore-

(Claudette); one sister, Sadie
Drayton; 21 grandchildren, 35
great grandchildren and 6 great,
great grandchildren; a faithful
two

Bazley;

Hattie

nephews, Rev. Joseph Gordon
and Deacon Alvin Gordon;

-

departed this life July 7, 1999.

along with a host of nieces, great
nieces, nephews and cousins
Funeral services entrusted to

**********

(

Sawyer

(Willie), Ella Mae Simmons,

niece

CARTER, LOTT- depart

WILLIS, YVONNE LATIMORE - passed July 4, 1999.

ed this life July 1,1999. He left

She is survived by her husband,

to cherish his memories his

Thornton Willis; a daughter,

wife, FRancis G. Carter; three

1999. She leaves to cherish her

Jackie C. Lattimore; stepchil

sons,

and

memories a stepmother, Leatha

dren, Thornton Willis Jr. and

Qyde; three daughters, Sheiu-

Spikes; four daughters, Algerine

Keisha Willis; her mother, Rev.

eline, Faye and Tracey; five sis-

Cummings (Lawrence), Rutha

Ira B. Whitson and a stepfether,

ters-Ruthie

Nichols

Lewis

Jeremiah,

Johnson,

Othell

KINGCADE,
ROSA
I.F.F. — departed this life July 3,

(Bruce),

Evan Whitson; four sisters, Har

Cobb, Dorothy Carter, Lossie

Townsend and Patricia Henry

riet L. Ford, Brenda J. Ford, Ali

Fletcher and Ola Carter, two

(Leon); one son, Silas King-

cia

brothers, Dennis and Warren

cade, Jr.; one stepbrother, Joe

P.

Waddell

and

Pearl

grandchildren,

Carter;

O. Ford, John L Ford, Geoige

grandchildren,

great

dren, a host of other femily and

Ford, John Gaye, Gary L Ford,

grandchildren and a host of

friends. Funeral services entrust-

H. Shannon and Christine H.

John H. Gilbert R. and Willie J.

other femily and friends. Funer

ted to Cunningham Funeral

Neal; one brother, Cleveland

Ford along with a host of other

al services entrusted to Cun

Howard; two sisters-in-laws,

femily and friends. Funeral ser

ningham Funeral Home, Ocala,

Home, Ocala, FL
**********

ories Ronella and

James L

Coney, Sr.; two sisters, Roberta

Creal Funeral Home, St. Peters

burg, FL.
**********

entrusted

Doretha S. and Ella Howard;

vices

one goddaughter, Ruby Whit

Funeral Home, St. Petersburg,

mire; five grandchildren and a

EL

to

McRae

and adopted femily. Funeral ser

to

entrusted

Ocala

McRae

Funeral Home, St Petersburg,

4c4cs9eafea|ca|ca|c4c4e4e

burns, PEARL- passed

MAE

Rains; six daughters, Cynthia

band, Elder Andrew Heflin;

three

daughters,

Glenda

kins

(Leonardo),

Shawna

Heflin; one son, Michael Heflin

ish her memory three sons,

her sons, Sylvester, Johnny,

and special friend Teresa Wal

James (Dorothy), Alvin (Cyn

James and Dr. Ralph Taylor,

ters; motehr Viola Lee; two sis

thia) and William (Mariam)

three

McCoy, Jacqueline Sanborn

Richardson;

and Brook Taylor; one, brother

two

brothers,

David Howard (Mattie) and
(Ruth); two

Robert Edward

daughters-in-law,

Margaret

Bums and Geralene Bums;
nineteen grandchildren, forth-

three grandchildren, seven great,
great grandchildren and a host

of other femily members and
friends. Funeral services entrust

ed to Creal Funeral Home, St.
Petersburg, FL
**********

Willie Mae Majors; five grand

children; three great grandchil

friends. Funeral services entrust

ed to Creal Funeral Home, St

CAMPBELL,

entrusted to Summers Funeral

Confidence and Understanding"

Funeral Home, P.A.
"Your Friends Who Care"
SERVING THE MARION COUNTY COMMUNI
TIES SINCE 1953 ATAFFORDABLE PRICES

Limousine Rental Service

351-0566 ............... .Lillie T. Shelton, L.F.D.

and

ddhe Sto-vd

io-ohi do-urn

departed this life July 1, 1999.

Robert Faison and wife Lether

he AeeA adh fhe

Survivors include his daughter,

Faison; one daughter, Katrina

sister-in-law,

Curk; one brother, Willie Faison

Alberta Williams; grandchil

and a host of nieces, nephews,

dren, two great, great grandchil

grands, great grands, cousins

dren, caregiver, Rosa Abernathy

and sorrowing friends. Funeral

Dunn;

2238 NW 10th St............................. Alvis Summers, L.F.D.
Ocala, Florida 34475....................................... Notary Public

wife,

Av-c-wt, heaven,

Ao-m ofmen;, .

,4*

LINCOLN MEMORIAL GARDENS

WITH PERPETUAL CARE

“Quality and Service”

CREMATION IS AVAILABLE

few

- dPiahm 33

A.L. CUNNINGHAM
FEUX SNOW

and a host of other femily and

Larry M. Saunders, L.F.D.

18N.W.8thAvenue ...........................(352)372-2537

Creal Funeral
Homes
Seventh Avenue Chapel
1940 7th Avenue South
St. Petersburg. FL 33712
■
896-2602

But
that

the
is

pure,

peaceable,
and

entreated,

mercy

to

be

full

of

and

fruits,

then

gentle,

easy

I - State Approved Pre-Funeral
derangement Plan

good

without

partiality,

and

without hypocrisy.

Morris,

James 3:17

Diana Eubanks (Curtis) Vemet-

Dr. M.L. King St Chapel
2025 Dr M.L. King Street South
St. Petersburg. FL 33705

above

from

first

is

wisdom

|

Burial Service • Funeral Service
Cremation Service ♦ Shipping Service
Isenz/ng From TWo Convenient Locations <

ta Oliver (Silas) Sheila Peterson,

his grandchildren, godchildren;

Licensed Funeral
Directors

Charies S. Chestnut, III, L.F.D., - Charies S. Chestnut, IV, L.F.D.

friends. Funeral services entrust

foster sons, Rick Baker, Alfonso

Loretta

CUNNINGHAM'S

(Summers 'Tunerx/ tyome

OLLIE

1999. She leaves to cherish her

Harold Wiliams

THOMPSON, FRANK -

Vincent James (Pamela) six

daughters,

Lenard and Marvin (Gloria);

three sisters, Elizabeth Carr,

"Personalized with the Utmost Dignity,

Evangelist Mary Williams, and

JAMES, REV. CHESTER

Dr. Timothy Clark; four foster

three sons, Henry HI (Rosa),

ily and friends. Funeral services

MAE - departed this life July 5,

memories two sons, Minister

Petersburg, FL
**********

For those who ask
the
Lord
for
wisdom:

Stamper, Roderick Lamb and

Henrietta (Clinton) Pearmans;

nephews, cousins along with

other sorrowing relatives and

WORD of GOD

Woods, Ronald Lamb, Ronald

Gloria (Gregory) Jackson and

**********

Petersburg, FL

ries his wife, Bertha James; son,

Carol Rains (Emanuel) Webster,

Home; Ocala, FL

dren and a host of nieces,

ed to McRae Funeral Home, St.

He leaves to cherish his memo

Mays, Ethel (Warren) Daniels,

children and a host of other fem

Willie Dorman; seven grand

Mamie

- departed this life July 2,1999.

(John) Martin, Joyce (Kenneth)

ters, Ernestine Johnson and

T.

Bums; one daughter, Diane

- passed July

memories, his wife, Louise

leaves to cherish her memories

Lillie

RAINS, JR.

MARCIA

July 6,1999. She leaves to cher

daughters,

Howard; seventeen grandchil

departed this

Reynolds (Willie), Debra Simp

— passed recently. She

One of the principal differences
between a free society and a totalitarian one
is that we elect our governing officials, who
win by a complicated process based on receiv
ing a majority of the votes. This means that
there are also those of us who would have
preferred another candidate or slate of offi
cers, and who received the news of this defeat
with not only disappointment but also great
apprehension about the fate of our country.
Nonetheless^ when the majority speak, the
remainder must accept the verdict with good
grace; and we must all pray at our House of
Worship for the Lord to guide the chosen
leaders in the right direction. Also, we should
let them know of our concerns and recom
mendations. if we all do this, it might enable
them to do a better job; and prove our fears
about the future to be completely unfounded

2,1999. He leaves to cherish his

cherish her memories her hus

PEARLIE

TAYLOR,

**********

life June 29,1999. She leaves to

Final Rites

FL

FL

HEFLIN,
ELIZABETH —

host of other femily members

vices

great,

great

WISH THEM WELL; THEY’LL NEED
OUR HELP AND PRAYERS

Beatrice

Williams. Bight brothers, Kevin

She leaves to cherish her mem

I am home in Heaven, dear ones
Oh so happy and so bright
there is perfect joy and beauty
In this eeriasting light
All the pain and grief is over
Every restless tossing passed
I am now at peace forever
Every restless tossing passed
I am now at peace forever
Safety home in Heaven at last.

brothers,

grandchildren and one great

recently. She leaves to cherish

BAILEY, VERA J.

two

Willard and John Rains; moth

community.
**********

Final Rites

Bevel;

732-5354

732-5353

732-5355

P.O.Box592 ................................(352)377-6128
Gainesville, FL 32602 ...................... Fax: (352) 377-5678

434 N.W. Martin Luther King Jr. Ave., Ocala, FL

"The SOLDIERS of SERVICE
Providing PROFESSIONAL
SERVICE

"PERFECTING
Service,
PROTECTING
Families Wishes,
and
PREARRANGING
for the FUTURE"

Burial, Cremation,
Shipping, Graveside
Services. Memorials,
Notary, PreArranaements,
Floral Designs, Grief
Counseling, and Legal
Services
DWAYNE E. MATT, L.F.D.

ZION HILL MORTUARY
1700 49th Street South St. Petersburg, Florida 33707

foster sisters and a host of other

"It’s all taken care of"

sorrowing femily and friends.
Pastor James was the son of the

328-0466

late Chester and Rachel James.

He followed in the footsteps of

These were the words that

his father, civil rights leader after

brought calm to me when my

whom Methodist Town was

family member passed away.

renamed Jamestown. He was

She had already taken care

the pastor of the Live Oak
Church of God for 13 years and

ofher funeral and burial

for the past 13 years he pastored

expenses three years ago.

the 10th Street Church of God,

We just placed one call to

an old and beautiful structure

McRae Funeral Home and

built in 1901, which is a histori

found out that not only was

cal landmark located in the heart

SMITH FUNERAL HOME
Since 1987
"Taking Time To Serve Others"
There are over 50 decisions

to make at the death of a

loved one

the funeral paid for—it was

at prices that were in effect

Young's
Funeral
Home
A Full Service Firm
Robert C. Young
Funeral Director
Since 1975
1005 Howard Street
(Comer So. Greenwood Ave.
& Howard)
Clearwater, FL

442-2388

at the time she made the

Your first decision may be

the most important one

arrangements. What a

savings—What a peace of

mind.
So that your funeral is fully funded and won't be a financial burden

i

on your family, contact McRae Funeral Home today and discuss

how you can gurantee the future price at today's cost.

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther Klug Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(813) 895-6005

Consider us first
for
QUALITY AND AFFORDABLE
SERVICE
Phone 727-894-2266
Fax 727-821-8728

1534 18thAvenue South - StPetersburg, Florida 33705
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Classified Ads...Sure to get results!
LEGAL NOTICE

PICK OF
THE
WEEK!
ill
8-14-21
22-30-49
CA$H 3
811 572 932
096
473 261 570

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
Community, minority and disability groups desirous of receiving a presentation on presentations
On Public Housing program or any other program of the Pinellas County Housing (PCHA) should
submit a written request to:

REP #99-018
FEE ACCOUNTANT

Helen P. Piloneo, Executive Director
Pinellas County Housing Authority
The Dean S. Robinson Administration Building
209 S. Garden Ave., Clearwater, FL 33764

The Housing Authority of the City of St. Petersburg, (SPHA), St. Petersburg, Florida is request
ing proposals from qualified, responsible, responsive, licensed accounting firms interested in pro
viding fee accountant services. Services will include,- but are not limited to, general accounting
functions, journal entries, balance sheet, account reconciliation, fiscal year closing, closing gener
al ledgers, investment analysis, PHMAP indicators, monthly financial statements, and budget

.

Community, minority and disability groups are also invited to add their organization to our mail
ing list to receive notice of PCHA actions, activities and Board of Commissioners meetings.

PROPOSED SCHEDULE

Please phone the Pinellas' County Housing Authority at (727) 443-7684 (TDD 1-800-955-8770)
for more information, or FAX your request to us at (727) 441-3384.
Pinellas County Housing Authority
The Pinellas County Housing Authority is an Equal Opportunity Housing Provider

1

PAR WAGES
PROJECT

CITY OF
ST. PETERSBURG
Employment Division .
Office is .Located at
One 4th St. N., 4th Floor
Mon., Wed., Fri. Only

Operation PAR, Inc. in conjunction with
the FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF
CHILDREN AND FAMILIES provides

EQUALOPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

I----------------- <----

7-3 1-5 2-8
4-1 2-6 3-5

The Hospice
OFTHEFLORIDK SUNCQ\ST
Oaringjbr PineOas County, Florida since M7

500 East-Bay Drive ■ Largo. Florida 33770-3770

A Unique Profession!!

PETERBOROUGH APARTMENTS
HUD Subsidized Housing For
Elderly
440 4th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, Florida 33701

Hands-on care of the

substances abuse and mental health ser
vices to WAGES participants and their
families. These services arc available at
no cost to the participant. Services are
free.

For more information
Contact Gerald Syrkett
At 727-893-5438

terminally ill. -

Accepting Applications

RNs, LPNs
(FL License Required);

& HHA./CNAs
(Both FL cert, needed) •
586-4432
300 E. Bay Drive

Largo, FL 33770-3770

8.

I

TsI
S REWARD!
1
1
1
I
1
Ii
s-a

ISfSJ5ISf@J5I3f@fSf3J3ISI 0
i
For any information
leading to the person
or persons responsible
fc-r vandalizing the
Weekly Challenger
newspaper boxes.
Call 896-2922 with
>
any information’

CAR-JACKING
Is A Dangerous Problejh
FOR INFORMATION ON
Car Jack Alarms
CALL

AUTO SECURITY f
-N.. '
■

SOUND

MAINTENANCE WORK
ER II - City of Gulfport.
Skilled & Semi-skilled labor
in' the Sanitation Dept. Must
have a valid Florida Dr. Lie.,
Class B preferred. Background/drug screenings will
be, conducted. Entry 8.01 hrly.
Applications accepted through
7/23/99 at 2401 53 St. So.,
Gulfport, 33707. E.O.E.

ADMINISTRATIVE
ASST. - needed for growing
substance
abuse/mental
health org. General clerical
& secretarial duties to
include: phones, distribution
of memos, reports & com
puter work. Good organiza
tional skills req'd. in assist
ing
with
active
client
records. AA degree & 2 yrs.
exp, or GED/High school
diploma & 5 yrs. exp. Job
Code 11005.
Reply to
Operation
PAR
Human
Resources 6720 54th Ave. N.
St. Petersburg, FL 33709 or
fax cover letter & resume to
727-545-7561. EOE/DFWP.

ASSESSOR - Responsible

for drug/alcohol and mental
health assessment of individ
uals in Hillsborough/Pinellas
jails.
Services
include
screening and assessment of
individuals, compiling writ-1
ten summary of recommen
dations and reporting the
results to the appropriate
referral sources. Fast paced
environment. Must have
good P.-R. skills. BA degree.
Cap preferred. Job Code
20408. Reply to Operation
PAR, 6720 54th Ave; N. St.
Petersburg, FL 33709 or fax
727-545-7561. EOE/DFWP

•

(813) 323-5959
1427 34th St S.

f

iai@jai@i@i@j@iaiaEi@iaf

We must welcome the future, remembering that
soon it will be, the past; and we must respect
the past, remembering that once it was all that
was humanly possible.

-George Santayana

Advertise In The Tampa
Edition Of

NEWS DEADLINE IS
MONDAY @ 4:00 P.M.

READ A
NEWSPAPER
EVERYDAY

THE WEEKLY
CHALLENGER

2500 Dr. M.L. King Street, StPetersburg, FL 33705

MAIL SUBSCRIPTIONS
$30.00 - Yearly • $15.00 - 6 Months
Name _ ________________________________________ __
Address_______________________________ ____________ ______
City_____________________ State________ Zip Code ________
Phone____________________________________________________
Is this a renewal?-_If so, who is your carrier?_________ ____

(Elu'
(f ha i. kti^er

Due to the rising costs

Business Ads
Birthday Pictures
Special Section Ads
Church Ads

•
•
•
•

packages.

of printing

Carrier Delivery will now be:

•

July 11 & 18,1999

•

July 20,1999

•

July 29,1999

You can find Ifie Weekly Challenger

IN TAMPA

• John's Barbershop, 1400 N. Greenwood

• Jackson Foods, 34th Street

Aye.
• Nick's Econo Mart (S. Missouri Ave. &

• Lee Davis Center, 22nd Street

• Grande Monde, 1841 Highland Ave N., Suite 3

• Bar-B-Q King on Main Street

• Ebony City, 1841 Highland Ave. N., Suite 1

• B.-Beautiful Beauty Salon, 3222 34th Street

• MVJ, 1409 N. Betty Lane
• Wendy's Palace, 1411 N. Betty Lane

N., 248-5683

• Tampa Housing Offices, College Hill
• Howard's Barber Shop on Main Street
• Kilbride Insurance on Nebraska

• Anderson Nail Salon, 34th Street
• Silver Dollar Grocery, 40th Street

BEFORE BUYING, ' BUILDING OR RENOVAT
ING COMMERCIAL OR RESIDENTIAL PROP

ERTY

OR

• C&C Hair Design, 702 Greenwood
• Condon Gardens Housing Authority
* • MaccaBee's Restaurant & Lounge

- Written Proposals due by 2:00 p.m.

•

August 26,1999

- Board approval of contract award

September 1, 1999

- Commencement of services

If you are interested in submitting a proposal, Please fax your request to (813) 893-1304 Monday
through Friday, between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. You may also pick-up a copy, in per
son at 3250 5th Avenue North, St. Petersburg, Florida,33713 from the Purchasing department, dur

ing the same days and hours.

SPHA RESERVES THE RIGHT TO REJECT ANY OR ALL PROPOSALS
IF SUCH ACTION IS IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST AND TO WAIVE
ANY AND Al l INFORMALITIES AND MINOR IRREGULARITIES

COUNSELOR - Delivery of
advanced counseling ser
vices in a mental health/substance abuse rehab, program.
Responsible for. on-going

assessment, evaluation TX,
relapse planning & other
counseling services. Gradua
tion from an accredited 4 yr.
college
or
university.
Masters Degree in counsel
ing or related field.. CAP pre
ferred. Job Code 11020.
Reply to Operation PAR,
6720 54th Ave. N. St.
Petersburg, FL 33709 or fax
727-545-7561. EOE/DFWP

COOK & DIETARY AIDE needed for a residential sub
stance abuse T/X. facility.
FT/PT flex hrs. Benefits avail,
if FT. Good pay. Great work
ing
conditions!
Position
requires valid Florida drivers'
license. Join a growing team.
Job Code 21712. Call Cheryn
at Operation PAR 727-5387245 ext. EOE/DFWP

CLERICALASSISTANTS (2)
Sixth Judicial Circuit
Office support work for court juvenile arbitration
program. Have one regularly established vacant
position in St. Petersburg and one l-y4. grant-fund
ed position in Dade City. Both positions req. HS, two
yrs. clerical exp., word processing skills. Starting
Salary dependent on location $706 - 723 biweekly +
bnfts.

Court applications only by July 21. Available at:
- Criminal Justice Center, 14250 49th St. N., 3rd fir.,
H-Wing, Clearwater
- Old County Courthouse, 324 South Fort Harrison,
Rm. 102, Clearwater
- County Building, 150 Fifth St. N., Rm. 310 (alt.
Dispute), St. Petersburg
- Court Administration, Rm. 219, West Pasco
Judicial Center, 7530 Little Rd., New Port Richey
Applications
also
downloadable
at
http://circuit6.co.pinellas.fl.us/
EOE AA Drug-Free Workplace. Any person with a
disability requiring a special accommodation to par
ticipate in the application process should call 727464-6506.

COMPUTER OPERATOR
LAYOUT & DESIGN FOR
DISPLAY ADS. EXPERIENCE
ON POWER MAC WITH QUARK
EXPRESS AND ADOBE
PHOTOSHOP PREFERRED.
CALL (727) 896-2922
FOR DETAILS

INTERVENTION
SPE
CIALIST - 2 positions .1/40 hr. - 1/30 hr. Teach
youth in classroom or small
group setting on substance
abuse prevention, conflict
resolution, and life skills.
Develops curriculum on pre
vention issues. Bachelors
degree required. Job Code
96002. Reply to Operation
PAR, 6720 54th Ave. N. St.
Petersburg, FL 33709 or fax

727-545-7561. EOE/DFWP

YOC/A HOROSCOPE

H

Aries

Libra

March 21 to April 19

September 23 to October 22

Thanks to a scintillating Ve
nus-Jupiter aspect, love rules on the
18th. Welcome an opportunity to. earn
more cash when it falls into your lap on
the 20th. A lucky hunch could pay off—
big-time—on the 23rd.

Now that several planets are
boosting your career, prepare to* hit pro
fessional pay dirt. Been feeling left out late
ly? Never fear—after the 23rd, your social
life will pick up steam, and you’ll be every
one’s favorite party guest once again!

Taurus
April 20 to May 20

With Batum facing off against
Uranus, your choice, will be: responsibil
ity or freedom? Wait until the 20th to
reach a happy compromise. By the 23rd,
any difficulties at home will have van
ished. Cuddling, is favored all week.

• Ross Norton Recreation Center

• Cut Rate Liquor, 155th Street and 26th
• Gold Star Station, Nebraska and Columbua

• Winn-Dixie, Highland Plaza

• Prince Grocery, Columbus and Blvd.

i

• Sav-Mor, Rome and Chestnut
• Mary Bethune Hirise, West Union St.

• Tampa Housing, West Union St.

• North Greenwood Library

IN LARGO
• Baskin Gleaner, 1317 Baskiin Dr.
• Hair Is It, 11447 Ulmerton Rd.
• Helen Hair & Beauty Supplies, 1146-1

Ulmerton Rd.
• Helm & Sons Cafe

• Rudy's Rib Shack

• B&T Dept. Store, 1841 Highland Ave. N.

• Handy Comer Foods, 2325 119th St. N.

• A&A Cafeteria, Greenwood and Carlton

• Joe's Mobil Station, 11301 SW Ulmerton

• Delric's Seafood, 1616 N. Ft. Harrison Ave.
• Eva's Beauty Box, corner of Greenwood &

When your persuasive charm
. peaks on the 20th and 21 si, drum up
support for a pet project. Under Mars’
powerful transit, you’ll give any task
100%—if the boss is watching, that raise
or promotion will be yours after the 23rd.

Gemini

Sagittarius

May 21 to June 21

November 22 to December 21

While Venus issues a cosmic
challenge to keep your love life fresh and
vibrant, a. romantic exchange on the 18th
may help you realize the true importance
of a relationship. Host a cookout or gettogether on the 23rd:

With Jupiter stressing fiscal
caution and Venus urging you to take ro
mantic risks, shower that special some
one with affection—but let him pamper
you with pricey gifts! Don’t underestimate
the value of your smile.

Cancer

Capricorn

June 22 to July 22

December 22 to January 19

While the sun lingers in your
sign*, get out there and party like it’s, well,
.., 1999! Passion skyrockets on the 20th
and 21st. On the 23rd, a behind-thescenes financial deal could make you a
whole lot richer!

Leo
July 23 to August 22
i*^-J »l

Wise investments may boost
your net worth over the next few weeks
thanks to Venus in Virgo.-Looking for a
good time? You won’t need to search far
on the 23rd—in fact, you could bring the
party with you wherever you go!

• Baskin Cafe, Baskin Drive

IN CLEARWATER
• Charle's Barber Shop, 1405B N. Myrtle Ave.

October 23- to November 21

It’s never too late to change
—as long as you want to! With Saturn
and Uranus issuing a challenge to stop
wishing and start doing, take a class,
take a trip, take a leap of faith . . . in
yourself.

• Safehouse, N. Betty Lane

• Myrick's Barber Shop,'Buffalo Avenue

• Food Mart, Columbus and Blvd.

HAVING PROBLEMS WITH:

(813) 327-1935
S3S

• Evans Cosmeteria, 1706 N. Fort Harrison Ave.
• Hairealistics, 1405A N. Myrtle Ave.

• Blue Ribbon Grocery, Columbus

Zoning • Board

515 - 15th Ave. S., St. Pete 33712

Woodlawn)
• Ozzie's Palace of Beauty

• Tampa Urban League, Tampa Park Plaza

• Grace's Lounge, Albany Avenue

ATTENTION

Carlton Street

• Big John Bar-B-Q on 40th Street
• Cole Barber Shop, 3407 c. Buffalo Avenue

Challenging Your
Competition

WAG DESIGNS

Pre-proposal Conference

August 10,1999

Make checks payable to; The Weekly Challenger

• College Hill Drug, 22nd Street

CONSULT WITH US FIRST. CALL FOR AN
' APPOINTMENT NOW.

-

•

6 Months - $9.00

Paper That's

*

Request for Proposals ready for pick-up

1 Year - $18.00

Advertise In Tiie

of Adjustment (BOA)
environmental development
Commission (EDC) • Code
enforcement
BuiLdiNG Dept. — Permits

Advertise Request for Proposals

A Pit-Proposal Conference will be held at 3250 5th Avenue North, (Boardroom), St.
Petersburg, Florida, 33713 at 10:00 a.m. Although not mandatory, it is strongly recommend
ed that all interested Proposers attend.

at the following locations:

'S '

-

Rd, & Ridge Rd.

IJkltt VirgIO
b5n

K_

August 23To
23 to September 22
For once
once you can laugh off
For

Mercury’s retrograde—with four other plan
ets rooting for you, this normally frustrating
aspect won’t slow you down! After the 23rd,
tap into a source of subconscious inspi
ration with the help of a dream dictionary.

Aquarius
January 20 to February 18

When a Saturn-Uranus aspect
prompts big decisions on the 17th, dreams
you once cherished might require a sec
ond look. Trust in yourself and what you
want—not outsiders' advice. Under pas
sionate stars, don’t-mistake lust for love.

Pisces
February 19 to March 20

I
Want to be rich? Pick up an
extra lottery ticket oh the 20th or 21st.
Thanks to olissful aspects, you’ll be feel
ing wealthy in more ways than one, as
you and your loved ones share an atmo
sphere of peace and harmony at home.
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150 count package

MMXXXXXX>

These items good
July 17tli& July 18th ONLY!

B

Limit 10 w/ $10 purchase*. ’ 1

While supplies last.

Superbrand

IB W?

Grade “A” Eggs

U.S. Choice
Boneless
Delmonico

siMii

Dozen, Large, White
Limit 2 w/ $10 purchase*.

$498

Pinky Pig

lb.
intrimmed, whole or half
9 to 16 lb. average weight

Pork Sausage
Buy 0ne...6tt One...

Bi

FORK

BI
w

1 lb. package

Jimmy Dean

Sausage & Biscuit j

Buy One...Get One..

$3sH55?g?S2

7.1 oz. package

Astor Superblend

Coffee
4§IQR

MO
11.5 oz. bag, All Purpose
Limit 2 w/ $10 purchase*.

Thrifty
Maid

S«fj

~«ac*#x
#»iHW
•$<1|J »$$&'
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Thomas

Northern
Bafe

English Muffins

$199

SO

12 oz?6 pack
Regular or Sourdough

^11
MM

X-XWdMjSmKJ .

5 lb. bag
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Fresh Made

12 roll package

Bagels

gfe

Marketplace

Mm
America's Supermarket*

99*
Package of 4. all varieties
In our Bakery.

QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED. COPYRIGHT 1999. WINN-DIXIE STORES. INC.. TAMPA DIVISION

HorHa LMfeary
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Purnell

Cereals

Sausage Gravy!
_Buy 0nt...6«t One... |

We accept: MasterCard® MSA® Discover ATM®
Ad is effective in the following counties: Highland. Hardee, Hernando, Hillsborough, Manatee, Pinellas, Pasco, Polk, Sarasota,
Lee,, DeSoto, Collier, Charlotte and the city of LaBelle. *purchase excludes alcohol or tobacco products.

>

Kellogg’s

Prices above are good Wednesday, July 14, thru Tuesday, July 20, 1999.

ggj

b

20 oz. frosted flakes,
15 oz. cocoa krLspies
|IH,2 oz, raisin bran crunch

Free
8 oz. package

